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ABSTRACT
Two Cello Works of Pēteris Vasks: Structure, Symbolism, and Identity
by
Caroline Bean Stute
Advisor: Prof. Philip Ewell
This dissertation presents the first known analyses of instrumental music by
Latvian composer Pēteris Vasks, and aims to acquaint readers with Vasks’s musical
language. Its purpose is two-fold: to uncover the defining elements of Vasks’s
compositional processes, and to determine how his music fits into the concurrent stylistic
classifications of Neoromanticism and Baltic Minimalism. The dissertation also discusses
the significance of Vasks’s national identity in his creative process, and provides
historical context on Latvia.
The dissertation examines two compositions for cello: Grāmata Čellam (1978),
for solo cello, and Concerto No. 2, “Klātbūtne” (“Presence,” 2011–2012), for cello and
string orchestra. It includes a multitude of musical examples from these scores, as well as
a reprint of Grāmata Čellam in the appendix.
The material is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 offers a historical
overview of Latvia and its musical culture, while Chapter 2 focuses on Vasks’s musical
upbringing in the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic, and relates his compositional
aesthetic to contemporaneous trends in musical style. Chapters 3 and 4 present analyses
of Grāmata Čellam and Concerto No. 2, “Klātbūtne,” respectively, with comparative
discussion about Vasks’s musical symbolism. Chapter 3 also includes insights for
performing the solo work.
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PREFACE
In the summer of 2004, after my sophomore year of college, I attended a
performance by the Miami String Quartet at the Kent-Blossom Music Festival in Ohio.
They performed the Third String Quartet by Pēteris Vasks—a composer whose name I
had never encountered. I was immediately transformed by Vasks’s world of sounds.
Incantations of a chorale merged with a floating improvisatory line in the first violin—a
bird, I surmised, or perhaps some abstract call from nature. I heard relentless, chaotic
energy, and the sound of calm, rooted in a familiar diatonic mode. The musical narrative
was accessible, yet it was challenging enough that I wanted to hear the quartet again.
What I heard evoked associations deep inside my own human experience, and created a
space for contemplation and renewal. How did Vasks achieve such an effect, I wondered?
The score’s incorporation of diatonicism, borrowed from a bygone era, seemed almost
allegorical; its lyrical mode of expression leaned Romantic, yet its earnest repetition of
musical motives nodded towards minimalism. How exactly did Vasks fuse these
disparate elements into something cohesive?
Returning to school in Rochester that fall, I was pleased to discover Vasks’s
growing catalogue of compositions for chamber ensembles and cello, and I performed a
small handful of them. Some years later, when deciding on a dissertation topic, my
fascination with this composer held fast. As a cellist, I naturally gravitated towards his
works for my instrument. Hence, the analytical chapters of this dissertation traverse two
of his cello works, a solo piece from 1978 and a concerto from 2012.
In the time that passed since the summer of 2004, I have been lucky to encounter
a wide spectrum of other composers living and working today. My ensemble work and
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classroom study imparted to me not only the boundless individualism that is at the heart
of new music, but also the convergence of trends that give definition to art music in the
twenty-first century. I hope that my focus on Vasks’s music will provide perspective for
exploring the music of contemporaneous Baltic composers as a performer.
The past fifteen years have also convinced me of the universality of Vasks’s
musical messages. At its most fundamental level, Vasks’s music implores us to reflect
and resist—as individuals, and as a society. Both at home and abroad, these years have
witnessed societies’ responses to political change, as core, valued tenets became
submerged in the wake of divisive new movements. Vasks’s music reminds us all that the
spirit of unity and reawakening lies within our reach.

xii

INTRODUCTION
To say that a work of art is a product of its time and place is a two-dimensional
assessment of a process and outcome that is far richer, more nuanced, and more variable
than a one-size-fits-all conclusion. What is the creator’s relationship with the time in
which they live, and how do they represent elements of the past, or project the future?
How do they identify with the places—real or idealized—that constitute their
environment? Does their work exhibit a national, religious, or other kind of identity?
How do time and place affect the creator’s exposure to contemporaneous and preexisting
art of the same medium? What available influences or aesthetic philosophies do they
adopt or blend, what do they eschew, and how does this help to define them? Finally,
how do time and place affect the artist’s response to such perennial questions as the
individual vs. the collective, or the natural world vs. the artificial?
This paper aims to provide a multidimensional view of Latvian composer Pēteris
Vasks. The first two chapters offer an in-depth context for the analyses of two works in
Chapters 3 and 4. Beginning with a wide angle, Chapter 1 explores Latvian history and
the development of Latvian national identity, which has its roots in the National
Awakening of the nineteenth century. The elevation of indigenous culture, in tandem
with political events, diluted and ultimately extinguished the cultural hegemony of the
non-Latvian ruling classes. Through the lens of national identity, I provide an overview
of Latvia’s history in the twentieth century, from its years as an independent republic
through its period as a state in the Soviet Union and its reemergence as a sovereign
nation. Crucial for understanding Pēteris Vasks’s world is a clear orientation of how
geopolitical events during his lifetime shaped the lives of ordinary Latvians and Latvian
artists. The cultural policies in the Latvian Socialist Soviet Republic, the roles of musical
xiii

institutions, and the influence of Latvian folk song and related musicological activity are
of particular relevance.
Chapter 2 focuses on Vasks the composer, and on the ways in which his musical
education, exposure to ideas, and experiences in the Latvian Soviet Socialist Republic
influenced his compositional aesthetic. I examine the concurrent stylistic classifications
of Neoromanticism and Baltic Minimalism and define how Vasks’s music aligns with
them. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of Vasks’s 1978 work for solo cello, Grāmata
Čellam, including considerations for the performer. My discussion of octatonicism in
Vasks’s music is the first such mention of the collection’s importance in existing writing
on the composer. Chapter 4 presents an analysis of his much larger work from 2011–12,
the Concerto No. 2, “Klātbūtne,” and relates Vasks’s octatonic-diatonic interaction to
other historical examples. Both analytical chapters identify and define major stylistic
features of the works, including harmony (diatonicism, modes, octatonicism, set classes,
triadic relationships); form (repetition, stasis, organicism, contrasts); and the
incorporation of both contemporaneous and time-honored musical influences
(aleatoricism, sonorism, chorale, chant, dance rhythms). Yet Chapters 3 and 4 offer more
than pure analysis—they also interpret these findings through the lens of the historical
and biographical material, providing unique observations about the works’ philosophical
orientation. Uncovering the symbolism in Vasks’s music reveals his most deeply held
convictions as an artist. It also connects us to universally human truths within ourselves
and, by extension, to one another.
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CHAPTER 1: AN OVERVIEW OF LATVIAN HISTORY
AND MUSICAL CULTURE
Pēteris Vasks, born in 1946, came of age and embarked upon his artistic career in
Soviet Latvia (1940–1991). The wide-ranging oeuvre he created, which began in the
1970s and continues until today, is a distinctive product of working in an evolving artistic
climate defined by the outside forces of Sovietization, struggle, and independence. These
circumstances merged with his own set of aesthetic ideals to create something that was
(and is) sharply reflective of its time and place, yet also, on the basis of its raw musical
merit and inclusive kind of symbolism, transcendent of national borders. As a composer
of international renown, his musical voice speaks with ever-increasing stature on a global
stage. Over the last few decades, Vasks and his Baltic contemporaries forged an
identifiably Baltic sound, and with it a continuing trajectory for contemporary Baltic
music, inspired by that experience of isolation, survival, and sustenance during the Soviet
years. Now as actors in a post-postmodern and increasingly connected world of music
composition, identity and personal experience still play an influential role in the
formation of musical style and aesthetics.
To fully understand how any composer’s identity and compositional voice
intersect, it is necessary to explore the world they lived in—even well before they were
born into it. In the case of Latvia, centuries of foreign domination undoubtedly
contributed to its inhabitants’ desire to express a shared, national identity, as articulated
musically in voices of composers like Pēteris Vasks. This chapter provides a brief
overview of Latvian history, with a focus on its sense of national identity that emerged in
the nineteenth century and defined its struggle for independence, once again, before the
turn of the twenty-first century. (For a more comprehensive look at Latvia, I recommend
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Andrejs Plakans’s The Latvians: A Short History.) The second half of the chapter
examines the history of Latvia’s musical culture, related institutions, and the effects of
Sovietization on its composers and chroniclers.

Latvia, its People, and the Growth of National Identity
The territory known as Latvia today was subject to a host of foreign occupying
powers from the Middle Ages on, including the Germanic lands of the Holy Roman
Empire, Imperial Russia, and the Soviet Union. A feudal system remained in place from
the twelfth through nineteenth centuries, with Baltic-German elites ruling over a peasant
class that made up the vast majority of the population. Although a common peasant
language evolved, a sense of “national” consciousness was still centuries away. A
widespread awakening of national identity would begin to manifest itself through the
early thinkers of the Enlightenment era, and would emerge in full force in the nineteenth
century.
The Enlightenment-inflected writings of Johann Gottfried Herder (1744–1803)
began to sway the Baltic-German elite toward the idea of the Latvian-speaking peasantry
as a “suppressed Volk,” and he fostered interest in peasant culture—its language and
folklore—as subjects of scientific interest.1 Scholarly societies and publications related to
Latvian cultural studies sprang up in the first quarter of the nineteenth century; these were
followed by Latvian-language newspapers and periodicals. After midcentury, the
percentage of Latvian works written by Latvian writers began to grow substantially.2
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Andrejs Plakans, The Latvians: A Short History (Stanford, California: Hoover Institution
Press, 1995), 84.
2
Ibid., 89.
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The Latvian language was in need of reform to make it fully adequate in all
settings and on the same functional level as German and Russian. Beginning in the midnineteenth century, nationalist writers and professionals developed new vocabularies in
fields like humanities, science, jurisprudence, and maritime affairs. The combined force
of these efforts diluted the Baltic-German argument that assimilation to their language
was a prerequisite for Latvians who wanted to lead professional lives.3
Over the course of the eighteenth century, the Russian Empire’s outward
expansion resulted in the absorption of the entire region that later became Latvia. In
1861, Alexander II abolished serfdom throughout the entire Russian Empire, an event
that coincided with ongoing educational reform and activism in the Latvian region.
Beginning in the 1890s, a new generation of Latvian activists began to supplant
nationalist ideals with those of Marxism. Members of the jaunā strāva (new current)
published critiques on issues like socioeconomic conditions and income inequality,
encouraged strikes and labor stoppages, and established cells in major cities.4 In 1905,
following an escalation of events on the heels of Bloody Sunday,5 the Imperial
government declared martial law in the Latvian territories and carried out executions,
exacted forced labor, and expelled of thousands of suspected revolutionaries.
On August 1, 1914, Germany declared war on Russia, an event that soon turned
the Baltic region into a conflict zone and resulted in the mobilization of troops from the
Latvian territories. Following the Bolshevik Revolution in October 1917 and the
immediate decline of the Russian imperial state, representatives from a host of Latvian
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Ibid., 97.
Ibid., 103.
5
On January 22, 1905, in St. Petersburg, soldiers of the Imperial Guard fired on peaceful
demonstrators marching to the Winter Palace to present a petition to Tsar Nicholas II, killing seventy.
4
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organizations met regularly in Riga to prepare for elections to new local and regional
political councils.6 Following the armistice on November 11, 1918, a newly formed
national council declared Latvia an independent republic.
In 1940, following the establishment of Soviet military bases on Latvian soil, the
USSR annexed Latvia as a Soviet republic. Institutional transformations immediately
took place, and the state security apparatus (the NKVD) initiated a purge of individuals
and categorical groups of Latvians deemed troublesome. Between June 1940 and June
1941, some 35,000 people were deported or executed.7 With the impending arrival of the
German army in July of 1941, the Soviet Latvian regime retreated, alongside thousands
of others, including many Jews, who were fleeing the Third Reich. Anticipating a return
of Soviet power to Latvia in 1944, another 120,000–150,000 people inside Latvia’s
borders fled westward.8 In total, Latvia lost around a third of its population from 1939–
1945. The resurgent Soviet army retook Latvia in the fall of 1944, and, after deporting
around 70,000 on suspicion of having collaborated with the Germans, began to replenish
the depleted labor force by recruiting from other parts of the Soviet Union. Most of these
new arrivals were of Russian background; others were Belorussians and Ukrainians.9 By
1970, the proportion of non-Latvians in the republic’s total population had increased to
43.2%.10
By the time of Mikhail Gorbachev, who ascended to general secretary of the
Community Party of the Soviet Union in 1985, Latvians began to publicly express
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Ibid., 147.
8
Ibid., 152.
9
Ibid., 154.
10
Ibid., 162.
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opposition to Soviet policies on a number of grounds, religious and ecological among
them; they commemorated dates of national significance en masse, and, spearheaded by
the Latvian Writers’ Union, organized a conference where various members of the
intelligentsia and creative arts could voice their views on national autonomy. Speeches
from the 1988 event were published and accessible to a wide audience.11
New political movements came into being during this surge of openness, and
similar fronts coalesced in neighboring Estonia and Lithuania. The three Baltic lands
came together in an enormous display of unity on August 23, 1989, forming a human
chain of some two million people connecting the capital cities of Tallinn, Riga, and
Vilnius. Known in the international media as the Baltic Way, this non-violent
demonstration gave momentum to democracy movements in other parts of the world and
alerted an international audience to the independence struggles in the Baltic nations.
In May of 1990, the Latvian Supreme Council voted to renew the Republic of
Latvia. Delays and an impasse over the formal process of separation from the USSR
exacerbated frustrations, and a short-lived coup on August 19 brought Soviet tanks into
Riga. However, by August 29, thirty countries recognized Latvia’s independence. In
September, the US extended diplomatic recognition to all three Baltic nations, and Latvia
was seated as an independent sovereign state at the United Nations General Assembly.
The transition government, faced with the monumental task of revising the
republic’s legal framework and forging new partnerships in a free-market economy, also
encountered divergent ideas in the populace regarding questions of minority rights,
representation, and citizenship. Linguistic heterogeneity exacerbated the already-complex

11

Ibid., 171.
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task of integrating an ethnically and linguistically divided land: by 1989, 66% of Latvians
knew Russian, but only 21% of ethnic Russians (and 18% of other non-Latvian
nationalities) could converse in Latvian.12 Despite the challenges of the transition—
which included such diverse areas as property rights, university funding, and balancing
the labor force—Latvians came to accept the tenants of democracy and a wide majority
began to participate in its processes.

Latvian Musical Culture: A Brief History
Classical music—the art form whose oeuvre around the turn of the nineteenth
century showcased operas, symphonic music, and chamber music, and among whose
creative ranks included composers like Mozart—also constituted an integral part of
Latvian culture, albeit it for a largely urban and elite audience. German influence on early
musical culture in Latvia is evident in many ways, not least of those Richard Wagner’s
presence in the city from 1837–1839, where he worked as the chief conductor at the City
Theater in Riga. There, he conducted some twenty concert stagings of works by such
composers as Mozart, Bellini, and Gluck, and began composing his opera Rienzi.13
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, some of the first essays on music—
mostly in the form of critical reviews— appeared in Baltic German periodicals like the
Nordisches Archiv and the Rigisches Theaterblatt.14 By the second half of the century,
writings appeared in mainstream publications, and crucially, assumed a place in Latvianlanguage periodicals. Most essays on music during the last few decades of the century
12

Ibid., 189
The Wagner House, “Wagner in Riga,” accessed September 3, 2019, http://vagneriga.lv/en/
wagner-in-riga.
14
Martin Boiko, “A Critical History of Latvian Musicology,” The Journal of Baltic Studies 26, no.
6 (July 2003): 325.
13
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focused on “the emergence of professional Latvian music-making, Latvian song festivals,
and questions regarding the nature and substance of Latvian national identity.”15
As a newfound veneration of the Latvian language and folk music inspired the
creative arts during the “national awakening,” initiatives to systematically collect, edit,
and harmonize folk songs led to the publication and proliferation of thousands of Latvian
folk songs, called dainas. The inaugural Latvian Song Festival in 1873 celebrated
Latvia’s burgeoning choral tradition and harbored a deeply nationalistic undertone.
Regarded as the “first Latvian musicologist,”16 composer, music theorist, and publicist
Andrējs Jurjāns began collecting and studying folk music in the 1880s, and produced the
first scholarly publication on Latvian folk melodies and texts, which appeared in six
volumes between 1894 and 1926. Writer and composer Jānis Straume developed and
published the first Latvian-language periodical on music, which ran from 1890-92.
Although it was short-lived, it “lay the foundation for later writing on Latvia’s
professional musical culture.”17
The decades leading up to the turn of the century also saw the foundation of
Latvian schools of music, including Das Erste Musikinstitut in Riga (1864), based on the
model of the Dresden Conservatory, the Schule der Tonkunst (1877), and Rīgas Mūzikas
Skola (1885).18 A newly constructed opera house opened in Riga in 1863, and the Liepāja
Symphony Orchestra saw its founding in the early 1880s. By around 1900, a “broad and

15

Ibid., 326.
Ibid.
17
Ibid.
18
Ibid., 325.
16
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rapidly expanding circle of professional composers and performers”19 were proof of
Latvia’s dynamic musical culture.
The founding of the Republic of Latvia in 1918 provided momentum for the
inauguration of new musical institutions, including the Latvian Opera (1918), Latvian
Conservatory (1919), and the Latvian Radiofonas Orchestra (1926, now the Latvian
National Symphony Orchestra). Renewed efforts to research Latvian folk music
continued with the founding of the Archives of Latvian Folklore in 1925; its archival
work included activities such as recording phonograph cylinders and pressing records.20
Composer Emilis Melngailis transcribed around 4,500 folk melodies and wrote about his
collecting efforts in the 1920s and 30s.21 Composer Jēkabs Graubiŋš explored the
metrical properties of Latvian folk song, and, beginning in 1938, lectured on folk music
at the Latvian Conservatory.22
The founding of the Latvian Conservatory was a pivotal moment in the nation’s
musical history, because accomplished composers and performers no longer had to feed
into the St. Petersburg and Moscow Conservatories to engage in high-level training. Not
that the decades-old exchange came to an immediate standstill—but certainly, the first
director of the Latvian Conservatory was eager to take up the reins of this new institution
on his home soil. Latvian-born composer, conductor, and teacher Jāzeps Vītols studied
with Rimsky-Korsakov at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, and served as a professor of
composition at that institution from 1901-1918. Prokofiev and Myaskovsky were among
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his most renowned pupils.23 Vītols led the Latvian Conservatory until 1944 (excepting
1935-37), which now bears his name in its title, was director of the Latvian National
Opera at its founding, and, as one of his country’s most significant musical figures,
influenced several subsequent generations of Latvian composers.
Vītols’s background bridged all three cultures and languages that were most
influential in Latvia. His father (the son of a Latvian farmer) became a teacher in the
German schools and introduced German at home; thus, Vītols was assimilated into a
privileged minority. He received his education in Russia, where he, along with such
composers as Anatoly Lyadov and Alexander Glazunov in the so-called Belyayev Circle,
were known as traditionalists who emphasized formalism and smoothness. Yet Vītols
also received praise for his originality in incorporating folkloristic elements in his music.
While he utilized folk music in his instrumental compositions, he did not make this the
core of his identity as a composer—he referred to other Latvian “masters,” whose hands
“allowed our national melodies to experience a powerful renaissance.”24 That said, upon
his return to Latvia, Vītols became known for his choral music (in St. Petersburg,
instrumental music was his principal identifier). He continued his affiliation, begun in
1888, as a conductor and composer for national Latvian song festivals, wrote music for
them, and founded the Latvian Composers’ Association in 1923. Vītols’s life, influence,
and output offer an extraordinary window into the shifting foundations of national
identity from Imperialist era through the Republican interwar period and into the Second
World War.
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The consequences of the 1940 Soviet invasion, the four-year Nazi occupation
from 1941–1945, and the subsequent reinstatement of Soviet control in 1945 had
dramatic consequences for all cross sections of Latvian society. The immediate effect
was an enormous exodus of Latvians from the country’s borders. Many artists who fled
formed havens of culture in other parts of the world. Initially these émigrés continued the
cultural activities and academic work begun in the Republic, but as decades passed, and
hopes of returning to Latvia dwindled, such work waned.25 By the end of the 1940s,
around a third of all Latvian musicians—including half of the active composers of the
period—were in exile.26 Those artists and intellectuals who remained in Latvia—
particularly leadings figures—lived under the risks of deportation or marginalization.
They were also forced to grapple with the impositions of Sovietization on their creative
work, “which continued even after the cessation of wide-scale physical repressions in the
mid-1950s.”27
Soviet cultural policy begun under Stalin centered around nativization, the idea
that “by deliberately imbedding Soviet symbols and ideology within cultural artifacts and
rituals of the Union’s minority peoples, those peoples would be encouraged to regard the
present Sovietization of their societies not as a foreign (Russian) imposition, but as a
reflection of autochthonous traditions and values.”28 As such, composers in the Baltics
and Central Asian Republics were “alternately encouraged and compelled to produce
works whose musical language hinted at tradition and local custom, but whose texts and
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musical imagery reflected upon the shared experiences of the Soviet peoples.”29 In other
words, ideal art was “national in form but Socialist in content.”30 In a lecture to the newly
founded Union of Soviet Latvian Composers in 1946, Georgian composer Aram
Khachaturian iterated that “Latvian music possesses all the elements necessary to enable
it to overcome its narrow provincialism—without losing anything of its national
character—and to weave itself into the fabric of the broad, Union-wide musical arena.”31
In practice, nativist cultural policy meant that censorship cast a pall over the
creative expression of Latvian musicians and composers. Some chose to “embrace the
tenets of social realism and flourished, while others turned away from the regime’s
strictures and found themselves isolated and socially undesirable.”32 The regime
suppressed patriotic tendencies by forbidding the singing of the national anthem or
nationalistic songs, and inserted mass propaganda songs as required works into the choral
repertory.33 Folksong was an ambiguous topic, given its dual status as a local tradition
worth elevating into the larger Soviet sphere, yet a potentially dangerous vehicle for
promoting nationalistic thought. Some musicologists, following Soviet dictates,
undertook “revisions” of folksong lyrics meant to emphasize the supposed age-old
friendship between Russia and the Baltic lands. A leading musicologist embarked on a
search for “evidence of ancient cultural ties between Latvians and Russians in the
melodic structures of their traditional songs.”34 And in a 1945 essay, Jānis Sudrabkalns
instilled in his Latvian readers the notion that they are indebted to Russians for their
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classical music-making traditions. He specifically mentioned well-known Latvian
composers Andrejs Jurjāns and Jāzeps Vītols, both of whom desired to “raise Latvian
music up to a place of honor and light…and from out of traditions inspired in St.
Petersburg and the most wide-ranging ideals of Russian social humanism, there arose the
greatest, most enlightened, and most distinguished works that had been created in a
quarter-century, which enabled one to speak truly of a distinctly Latvian tradition.”35 In
other words, he asserts, these composers became distinctly Latvian because they studied
in Russia.
The year 1948 marked a sharp curtailment in the freedom of expression for
composers throughout the Soviet Union, and brought on the period known as
Zhdanovschina, named after Andrei Zhdanov, who issued a scathing denouncement of a
new opera, The Great Friendship, by Georgian composer Vano Muradeli. The grounds of
the rebuke centered around musical formalism and the “falsification of historical facts.”36
He went on to issue harsh criticism of some of the Soviet Union’s most prominent
composers—Shostakovich, Khachaturian, Prokofiev, and Myakovsky among them. The
publication of Zhdanov’s speech in Riga was accompanied by denunciations of recent
works by Latvia’s leading composers and musicologists.37 Twelve days after Zhdanov’s
initial attack, the journal of the Latvian Composers’ Union described new aesthetic
guidelines based on recent political decrees from the Central Committee of the
Communist Party and its Latvian affiliate. At the center of these was a core value of anti-
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modernism, and a charge to create “profound and ideologically saturated music,…to
speak in a natural and effective musical language that the people can understand.”38
The Latvian Composers’ Union was the third tier in an overall system that, first,
included the Ministry of Culture, an agency that oversaw all arenas of culture (music, art,
film, and literature); and second, an organization of censors that approved or rejected all
submissions for publication or inclusion in cultural events (scores, concert programs,
song texts, books, and magazines).39 The Latvian Composers’ Union, supervised by the
communist party, was considered to be more liberal than its counterparts, but it
nonetheless functioned as a means through which a designated party official, or
“instructor,” could monitor activities. Not only did eyes watch from above, but a smaller
group of party adherents within the Union monitored from inside.40 Prior to 1954,
membership in the Union was required for a composer’s new work to be published or
performed. Prerequisites for membership included a secondary degree, two referrals from
Union members, and submission (and subsequent approval) of a portfolio of
compositions.41 In1954—the year after Stalin’s death—a thaw in cultural activities across
the Soviet Union loosened the rules somewhat, but the Latvian Composers’ Union
remained under control of the party.
Latvian composers who embarked on careers in the post-Stalin era—Pēteris
Vasks among them—developed a diverse set of voices and displayed a variety of musical
styles, despite limitations that remained in place from the party’s cultural arm. Notable
contemporaries of Vasks (b. 1946) who also made important contributions to
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instrumental music include Romualds Kalsons (b. 1936), Pēteris Plakadis (1947–2017),
Imants Kalniŋš (b. 1941), and Maija Einfelde (b. 1939). These composers’ stylistic
tendencies over several decades survey elements of neoclassicism, aleatory, serialism,
minimalism, expressionism, folklorism, and rock crossover.
Today’s younger generation of Latvian composers includes such names as Ēriks
Ešenvalds (b. 1977), Santa Ratniece (b. 1977), and Andris Dzenitis (b. 1978). A
noteworthy aspect of these composers’ output and collaboration is their high level
engagement on an international level. Latvian composers aren’t the only musical
ambassadors enjoying an international reputation; performers from Latvia have also
captured the limelight on stages around the world. Conductors Andris Nelsons and
Mariss Jansons inhabit the highest echelon in the classical music world, as do such
performers as Kristine Opolais, Gidon Kremer, and others. Professional ensembles
proliferate in Riga; newer additions to the instrumental music scene include the New
Chamber Orchestra of Riga (est. 2000) and Sinfonietta Riga (est. 2006). Gidon Kremer’s
touring chamber orchestra Kremerata Baltica, now in its twenty-first year, continues to
garner accolades and bring together leading young musicians from Latvia, Estonia, and
Lithuania.
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CHAPTER 2: PĒTERIS VASKS, A SYMBOL OF LATVIAN MUSIC
Music is the most powerful of all the muses,
since it reaches the divine most easily.
Yes, music is an abstraction, but sounds are able to express the spirit.
That cannot be expressed in words.
All around me the flesh is spoken about,
but I want to shout: Where is the spirit, the soul?
Souls are as overgrown as the jungle.
That is why in my sounds I try to uphold a beam of light. 42

Pēteris Vasks, aged 73 at the time of this paper and currently based in Riga, is
arguably Latvia’s leading composer. His compositional output, which began in the mid1970s, includes a broad range of choral works, symphonic music, and solo and chamber
music. He continues his work as a composer of increasing stature, with recent
compositions for soloist with orchestra (Concerto for Cello and String Orchestra,
Klātbūtne, 2012; Concerto for Viola and String Orchestra, 2016), choir (Milas dziesmas
[Love Songs], 2013; “The Fruit of Silence,” 2014), choir with orchestra (Da pacem,
Domine; Laudate Dominum; Mein Herr und Mein Gott; all from 2016), and small
ensembles (Castillo Interior for violin and cello, 2013; “The Fruit of Silence” for piano
quintet, 2015). Since the late 1980s, Vasks has collaborated with and received
commissions from such leading international performers and ensembles as Gidon
Kremer, David Geringas, Sol Gabetta, the Kronos Quartet, Hilliard Ensemble, Latvian
Radio Choir, BBC Radio, Orchestre Philharmonique de Strasbourg, and Vale of
Glamorgan Festival. A member of the Latvian Academy of Sciences and the Royal
Swedish Music Academy, Vasks has served as composer-in-residence at festivals in cities
such as Stockholm, Canberra, Zurich, and Presteigne (Wales). Vasks is the only Latvian
42
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composer to have an exclusive contract with music publisher Schott Music. In 2005, he
received the Cannes Classical Award for recordings of his violin concerto, Distant Light,
and Symphony No. 2. He has taught at the Emīls Dārziņš Music School in Riga since
1989 and is an honorary professor at the Jāzeps Vītols Latvian Academy of Music.

Vasks’s Musical Upbringing
The son of a Baptist pastor father and dentist mother, Vasks was born on April 16,
1946 in Aizpute, in the Kurzeme region in the western part of Latvia. His parents
inculcated in him a deep love of music from early on. Vasks’s father founded an
orchestra at his church, his parents took young Pēteris and his sister to concerts and
operas, and they enrolled the children at the local music school, where he studied the
violin.43 Vasks began composing at a young age, but for a long time kept his
compositional activities to himself:
I had already been a year in a music school in…Aizpute. I took some white paper
and made these five lines and wrote my first compositions. It was very important
for me, but no one knew about it. It was some years before my parents noticed
that I was doing something. It was always something very personal for me. I was
very self-critical about my music, but I understood that I had to be a
musician…The question was only whether I would be a singer or play the violin.
Composition was for a long time my intimate musical diary.44
In 1959, Vasks enrolled at the Emīls Dārziņš Music School in Riga, where he
studied for five years and took up study of the double bass, because he was deemed too
old for the violin.45 Upon graduating and receiving the highest possible grade in his
applied studies, he applied for admittance at the Latvian State Conservatory. Vasks
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recalls an essay examination as part of the entrance process, whereby the rector came into
the examination room, stood alongside him, and “studied my paper for a long time. I was
so naïve that I didn’t understand what was going on. He looked at my anonymous code
name, wrote it down, and went away.”46 Vasks believes his resulting mediocre grade47
was an intentional demotion to preclude his acceptance at the conservatory. Because his
father was a minister, Vasks maintains he was also deemed “undesirable and politically
undependable” in the eyes of the establishment and treated as a “second-class or even
third-class citizen.”48 Indeed, clergy in Soviet Latvia endured various forms of
harassment and persecution. The state forbade religious education, closed many
churches—some were turned into warehouses and dance halls—and designated Sundays
as a workday, which effectively barred congregants from attending worship services.
Many pastors, including Vasks’s father, lost their ministerial rights.49
With insurmountable obstacles facing him in Latvia, Vasks matriculated in
neighboring Lithuania, at the Lithuanian Academy of Music in Vilnius. There, in a more
“open-minded atmosphere” not as “stringently Sovietized”50 as his home country, he
studied the double bass from 1964 to 1970 and worked as an orchestral musician, first
maintaining a post with the Latvian National Opera Orchestra from 1963-1966, then
performing with the Lithuanian Philharmonic Orchestra from 1966-1969, and afterwards
appearing with the Latvian Radio Symphony Orchestra. During his obligatory year of
military conscription, Vasks decided to forge a new path and become a composer: “I was
46
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always composing music, but I stuck it in a drawer. […] I understood that I had to make a
decision—if I was just going to be an orchestral musician, then I would be wasting my
life.”51
Vasks applied to the Latvian State Conservatory, and, with the support of
Valentīns Utkins, one of the composers on faculty, he was accepted in 1973. Utkins
became his teacher and mentor during a five-year course of composition, which,
according to Vasks, also included other politically themed requirements from the
communist party, like the “political economy of capitalism, socialism, and such things.
That was at the music academy!” he quipped.52
At the outset of his compositional career Vasks wrote mostly instrumental works,
due in large part to the censorship on musical works with text: “So that I could compose
without restraint and not have to think about subtexts, I often turned to instrumental
music. And then I could put everything in there, and no censor could touch it.”53 He
joined the Latvian Composers’ Union in 1979, but refused commissions based on
Communist texts.54 Vasks claims he was “fairly radical” in the 1970s and 80s, and
because the artistic climate in Latvia was not as restrictive as in Moscow, his works were
regularly performed.55
Although in his earlier years as a composer Vasks was isolated from many of the
compositional developments taking place in the West, he did have access to scores of
composers such as Ligeti, Górecki, Penderecki, Lutosławski, Schnittke, and Pärt. He also
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familiarized himself with the music of George Crumb and John Cage, thanks to an
émigré aunt in the United States who sent him recordings.56 These composers’ influences
are very much present in his works, particularly the use of aleatoric techniques and the
Polish composers’ concept of “sound colorism,” or sonorism, in which color becomes an
all-encompassing element of the music. Vasks particularly identified with Henryk
Górecki’s trajectory as a composer: “He was modern, avant-garde, very complicated, and
then suddenly he found a clear path.”57 Górecki transitioned towards a more consonant
language and found a new voice in diatonicism.
Vasks derides formalist, “specialist” music and instead has embraced the role of
the composer as the “conscience of his people.”58 While he experimented with serialism
early on, he ultimately adopted a freer set of musical raw materials to form his
constructions. Aleatoricism, sonorism (particularly present in his choral works),59 the
predominance of select interval sets, and organicism—the outgrowth of musical material
from an initial motivic cell—all deliver structure and meaning to Vasks’s works. He most
often chooses a modal, diatonic, or octatonic framework to underlie these techniques, and
reinforces musical ideas through imitation between voices and reprises of large sections.
A flexible structure or form, usually comprised of large, cycling blocks, provides a
further degree of freedom. A closer inspection of the opening movement of the Partita for
Cello and Piano (1974), for instance, indicates the existence of prominent intervals and
trichords that, through repetition and development, create structure. Though the music is
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not based on a twelve-tone series, it shares a few similarities with serialism, like the fact
that the prominent trichords appear both melodically and harmonically without
differentiation.60 Grāmata Čellam (1978), Vasks’s only work for solo cello, mixes
aleatoricism, octatonicism, and diatonicism with subtle references to medieval liturgical
music. Written just four years after the Partita, it demonstrates the young composer’s
diverse palette of tools and influences.

Style and Symbolism in Vasks’s Writing
Vasks’s use of freer compositional techniques carries a far more profound
meaning than mere mastery of a method. Such techniques convey extramusical themes
like freedom, timelessness, and perseverance,61 and reflect a desire to “protest the
absence of freedom in life.”62 Musicologist Lidia Rappaport-Gelfand states that “the
technique of mobile structures, aleatory, and sonoric compositional technique with their
independence from metro-rhythmical rules and, at times, even from the organization of
pitch, were a specific form of protest against all manner of limitations….”63 Vasks
substantiates this assessment in an interview with author Anita Kupriss:
At that time I was working on this technique and using it. I explained a particular
aspect to the musicians. See, we were living under this particular control, in this
horrible system in our daily lives, in which you had no freedom whatsoever. I said
to them, “You are free! Play it freely! Don’t look at what the others are doing!”
60
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The subtext was that aleatoric music invoked a sense of freedom. You could play
it the way you wanted to, not the way all of you usually had to play it together.64
In late 1989, German music journalist Lutz Lesle attended a ten-day conference of
the Latvian Composers’ Union in Riga, which opened with the singing of the Latvian
national anthem (from the First Republic, 1918–1940) and featured performances of new
works by Latvian composers. Nearly all of the works—from a symphony dedicated to
victims of Stalin, to a composition for baritone and chamber orchestra with text by a
Riga-based poet who spent seventeen years of his life in a Soviet labor camp—reflected
on experiences of occupation or the collective suffering of the Latvian people. Lesle
notated the following:
Whoever writes for an occupied Volk—for the purpose of strengthening will and
identity—will not be able to endure the remote, aloof aesthetic of ‘art for art’s
sake.’ Thus diatonicism outranks chromaticism, clear counterpoint trumps chaotic
densification, and singable melodies eclipse vocal acrobatics. The messages are
easy to decipher.65
In a conversation with Lesle, the 43-year old Vasks iterated that he had turned
against music that “is only understandable to specialists and behind which the regional
and national affiliation of the composer completely disappears.”66 Indeed, the historical
context of Vasks’s music lends it an unmatched distinctiveness, and he composed music
during this period with an acute awareness of the emotional stages of post-occupation:
‘First the rush. Then the singing revolution. Barricades. People’s fists against
tanks. People throw off their chains.’ But then: ‘The difficult awakening. So much
rubble around. Debris in people’s souls. Yes, now we are free. The door of the
cage stands open. But the residents of the cages don’t want to come out. The cage
was so comfortable.’ And then: ‘The agony of the socialist economy and wild
capitalism, simultaneously.’67
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The years immediately following independence were fruitful for Vasks, and his
works from this time are imbued with a sense of moral and political urgency. He
describes his 1993–1994 cello concerto as an individual’s revolt against a brutal might;
its climax in the last section quotes the Latvian folk song Pūt, vejiŋi as a symbol of
spiritual resistance.68 His choral ballade Litēne, from 1993, is named for the town where
Russians deported Latvian officers to their deaths during the “year of terror” in 1941. His
1992 solo piano work Fantasia – Landscapes of the Burnt-out Earth is an elegiac
statement on environmental degradation. And in the forward to the score of his 1991
Symphony for Strings, Balsis (“Voices”),69 Vasks references the turbulent events in
January of 199170, the loss of life in Latvia and Lithuania, and his interweaving of
timeless, unifying extramusical themes meant to symbolize life and eternity.
The second movement of the String Symphony features the imitation of birdsong
in the violins, as does his Sonata for Solo Flute (1992), Plainscapes for choir (2002, and
later for piano trio, 2011), and such earlier works as his String Quartet No. 2, “Summer”
(1984), and Landscape with Birds (1980). In Vasks’s musical language, birds represent
individual freedom, an absence of borders, and the purity of nature amid environmental
decay. Vasks’s musical representations of nature offer “oases of quiet,”71 emanate from
movements of calm, and express an expansive notion of freedom.
The dramatic content of Vasks’s output is bound to the concept of symbolic
absolutes, and to their literal reflection in the music. Natural order versus the chaotic,
68
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creation versus destruction, and reconciliation versus hopelessness are pervasive themes
that create the dramatic antitheses so emblematic of Vasks’s works. As the compositions
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 will illustrate, chromaticism, dissonance, unexpected shifts
in meter, and unstable rhythms represent perishability, catastrophe, or the power of evil.
Diatonicism, consonance, singability, and calm embody reconciliation. Vasks describes
his music in related terms. In a speech at a 1992 symposium in Tyrol, Austria, he
classified his compositions into the following categories: dark works (those void of an
opposing reconciling character), works of contrast (“two forces confront one another, but
do not come into open conflict”), works of collision (where musical images and themes
come into direct conflict with one another), works of brightness (these incorporate
diatonicism and chorales in an admiration of creation), and works of luminescence.72
While I sense that some compositions, particularly longer ones, do not fit squarely into
one category, it is nevertheless important to recognize that Vasks perceives of his own
music in terms of dramatic character and color, rather than style or genre.
While other composers, present and past, share certain similarities with Vasks’s
symbolism, one particular composer warrants a closer examination. Lutz Lesle, using
musicologist Constantin Floros’s revelations on Gustav Mahler, effectively links
elements of Vasks’s musical symbolism and formal principles with those of Mahler—
specifically, the two composers’ use of naturalistic elements and sounds, their yearning to
express the eternal or metaphysical, and their autobiographical use of musical narrative.73
Mahler spoke of his music in romantic, otherworldly language: “Music must always
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contain a longing, a yearning about things beyond this world.”74 Vasks’s commentary on
his own work also contains an eschatological awareness, and he develops this aspect of
his music through characteristic gestures, accentuations, and shifts.75 The opening of his
String Symphony (“Balsis”) features drones on unison harmonics,76 which closely recalls
the iconic opening of Mahler’s first symphony (Mahler described this passage as “the
shimmering and flickering of the air.”77). In these respective symphonies, both composers
incorporated bird calls into the music, and created a vivid picture of the awakening of
nature. Mahler’s description of nightingale song in his music as a “reverberation of earthlife” finds a like spirit in Vasks some one hundred years later, who described birds as the
“voices of creation.”78
Lesle contends that Vasks’s dramatic extremes of “inferno and paradiso” recall
Mahler’s language as well. Vasks’s pitting of destructive visions against a “distant,
eternal shimmer of light” functions like a shorthand form of Mahler’s symphonic world.79
Lesle also asserts that Vasks’s preferred formal structure—i.e., one that features reprises
of material already heard—aligns with the principles of classic drama (exposition,
peripeteia, catharsis).80 Many endings of Vasks’s works function as a “composed-out
lapse into silence,”81 emulating the idea of catharsis. Indeed, in the endings of the cello
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works analyzed in the following chapters, the music dissipates, becomes like white noise,
and fades away. It is difficult to discern where the music stops and the silence begins.

Vasks, Neoromanticism, and Baltic Minimalism
Vasks’s musical style—with its dramatic narratives, symbolism, and
philosophical link to Mahler—is best described as a merging of Neoromanticism and
Baltic Minimalism. The use of the term Neoromanticism here denotes music governed
principally by lyricism, similar to the expressive aesthetic embodied by George
Rochberg. The term also implies a tonal parameter (not necessarily functional tonality,
but tertian and pitch-centric music). Finally, the term Neoromanticism does not refer to
twentieth-century music that evolved out of the maximalist high Romantic tradition (such
as music by Erich Korngold and Samuel Barber) but instead is more minimalist and
flexible in its use of repetition and development to create form (such as music by Arvo
Pärt and George Crumb).
The strain of Neoromanticism embodied by Latvian composers beginning in the
1970s is neither an imitation of nineteenth-century Romanticism, nor a literal return to an
old style.82 While the heightened role of lyricism is a key commonality—as is its striving
towards a “true and authentic mirroring of emotions”83—Vasks’s Neoromanticism differs
from its stylistic predecessor in the relentless contemplativeness of its spirit, fine-tuned
allusions and shadings, and extended invocations to calm.84 Likewise, its sharp antitheses
and its incessant, disquieting brand of musical tension help define it as a style unique to
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its time and place. The Neoromantic style embraced by Vasks and shared widely by his
Baltic contemporaries references elements of pre-Classical music, like polyphony and
diatonicism, as well as folk music, achieved by utilizing that style’s improvisatory nature
through aleatoricism and elastic meter.85 The prevalence of drones, parallel motion,
“unhurried harmonic fluctuations, and gentle movement” also give definition to the
style.86
Writing for the East German periodical Kunst und Literatur, Inese Lūsina’s 1987
article on contemporaneous trends in Latvian music reveals a nuanced understanding of
key aesthetic developments underway, as well as peripheral aspects of the contemporary
music scene in Latvia, like the preeminence of chamber music as a genre, and how new
musical aesthetics have transformed the performer–interpreter relationship. Yet Lūsina’s
writing also mischaracterizes the underlying rationale for these stylistic trends, as well as
the composers’ motivations for exploring them. In framing discourse of contemporary
music to meet particular parameters, she maintained compatibility with the aesthetic
ideals of the German Democratic Republic, the place of publication, and presumably with
her home state, the Socialist Soviet Republic of Latvia, where the subject and content of
the article are derived.
For example, Lūsina suggests that the return of lyricism serves modern man’s
need to “free himself from the stresses of everyday life”87 through art. Because he so
often longs for calm and harmony, he searches for corrective and redeeming models in
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music, rather than music full of fierceness and changes in disposition.88 She lists a
handful of works by Vasks that adhere to this supposed character, and posits that their
calming, edifying qualities make them well-suited as background music in such settings
as exhibits, workrooms, and meetings. While Vasks hoped his music would not be
confined to the concert hall, he most certainly intended for his music to incite
introspection, and for it to function as a form of “solidarity between the people and the
creative artist”89 in a time of cultural repression. He mused,“if only my music was heard
in those places where unfortunate people are gathered—in hospitals and prisons, or in
overcrowded public transit conveyances or in empty-shelved stores.”90 His goal was not
to pacify the psyche, but rather to awaken it, and to bring the “soul” out of its “cage.”91
Vita Lindenberg aptly summarizes the circumstances: “During a time in which many
composers create an art that no longer shocks (or, was never intended to), Vasks sees as
his purpose the transmission of a message to the listener, whereby the ‘individual’ merges
with the ‘communal,’ and whereby outside events transform themselves into inner
experiences.”92 Lūsina echoes this, in her observation that Neoromantic aesthetic tends to
blend expression of personal and wider, overarching philosophical problems. Yet, she
misguidedly asserts that composers are “only seldom” keen to direct listeners’ attention
towards the current problems of contemporary society. While she lists two examples of
such ideologically motivated works—Vasks’s Cantata for Women and his Music for
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Orchestra, “Rush Hour Traffic” among them—she stops short of assigning music a more
provocative role as a commentator on society and its systems.
A Baltic Neoromantic style brings the composer’s inner world to the fore, Lūsina
rightly observes. She suggests, without delving into specific examples, that the growing
desire to portray one’s inner world is attributable to the alienation and anonymity of
modern city life. But such rationale cannot possibly define all Baltic composers’
motivations for exhibiting introspection in their works, and furthermore, large cities have
been the meeting place of creative minds and the wellspring of myriad musical styles for
centuries. As Latvian and Baltic composers explored musical means to project inner
emotional states, many were drawn to a radical simplicity of musical delivery and
expression that soon came to be known as minimalism. Lūsina identifies a few chief
markers of the style, including the elevation of form as a principal focus, a tendency to
vary one or more elements—e.g., tone color, rhythm, or instrumentation—to create that
form, a predominance of diatonicism, and a laconic rhythmic structure often centered
around ostinato.93 While ostinato traditionally provided motoristic forward movement
and heightened musical tension, in minimalist music it usually functioned in the opposite
way, using its repetitive character to create a picture of purity and calm.94
Vasks’s music exhibits many hallmarks of minimalism, while its expressive
qualities embody essential tenets of Neoromanticism. Vasks is a forerunner in an
aesthetic movement now known as Baltic Minimalism, a classification that considers the
importance of historic context in the evolution of musical style in Latvia, Lithuania, and
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Estonia in the decades that flanked either side of these nations’ independence from the
USSR in the late twentieth century.
Lithuanian musicologist Jūratė Landsbergytė describes Baltic Minimalism as a
specific strain of minimalism that developed during an atmosphere of Soviet control and
influence, and as such, represented a coded style of resistance. Through novel
composition techniques and the elevation of nature and folklorism in its musical content,
its purpose was to “form a counterweight against the dominant ideological super system,”
through the channeling of inner strength, and in doing so, deconstruct untruths, restore
accountability in the telling of Baltic history, and “gather and rejoin torn-apart threads.”95
Landsbergytė describes Baltic Minimalism’s methodological beginnings in composer
Julius Juzeliūnas’s theory of Intonationszelle, or intonational cells, where trichords
typically heard in folk music combine with modern composition techniques to form a
basis for new systems and experiments in musical style.96 The merging of folkloristic
elements with minimalism gave rise to a few distinct markers of style, including new
mythological elements in the music, an intensified mystical depth, and classical forms.97
Vasks’s music often exhibits all three of these characteristics, whether or not his music
contains a literal quotation from the folk music canon. On occasion he incorporates such
a passage—for example, in his first cello concerto, he weaves the Latvian folk tune Pūt,
vējiņi (“Blow, little wind”) into a bass line98—but more typically, he achieves a
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heightened mystical depth through other means, a brief discussion of which immediately
follows.
Landsbergytė names three currents that developed within Baltic Minimalism and
ultimately helped to define it as a movement. The first of these is a shifted philosophy of
time, where its natural flow is manipulated in some way to build a “static drama” or sense
of unendingness. Works displaying such infatuation with time are the clearest examples
of the Intonationszelle concept in evolved and expanded form.99 Citing several works that
display this concept, Landsbergytė points to Bronius Kutavičius’s String Quartet No. 2
Anno cum Tettigonia (A Year with the Grasshopper) for string quartet and tape. At the
start of the work, a single pitch—E4—sets off an additive process among the instruments,
whereby new pitches appear one at a time to fill out a slowly expanding chord. Each
entrance of a new pitch class occupies its own temporal plane: changes in pitch content
occur irrespective of the perpetually moving sixteenth notes in the quartet and of the
static drone from the tape. This creates a sense of displaced time, where transformational
change and stasis occur simultaneously. Kutavičius deepens temporal symbolism in the
composition through the programmatic nature of its numbers: the piece runs 365 bars
(days in a year), has twelve rings of the bell (months in a year), and introduces a new
rhythmic pattern at every seventh bar (days in a week); a new note appears around every
nineteenth bar (nineteen, squared, is nearly 365.).100 Example 2-1 details four short
passages near the opening of Kutavičius’s work.
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Example 2-1: Bronius Kutavičius, Anno cum Tettigonia, mm. 1–2, 20–21, 39–40,
and 58–59. A new pitch class enters in each of the passages shown, slowly
and organically expanding the collection. This exemplifies Baltic
Minimalism’s shifted philosophy of time.

Although Vasks’s handling of the flow of time is a multifaceted approach—he
delivers a sense of unendingness in his music through a variety of means— the second
movement of his third string quartet shares features with Kutavičius’s Anno cum
Tettigonia. Its brusque opening motive expands the outer voices’ pitch content with each
subsequent iteration, as shown in Example 2-2a. The first violin and cello move in
contrary motion and complete a voice exchange on the second note of measure eight. The
halting silence that interrupts each statement occupies an independent plane of time,
seemingly out of sync with the frenzied pace of the motive. The resulting effect is that
time stands still while the motive morphs and develops.
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Example 2-2a: Pēteris Vasks, String Quartet No. 3, second movement mm. 1–8.
Outer voices complete a voice exchange. The opening motive expands
between recurring silences.101

In passages from the quartet’s outer movements, Vasks juxtaposes a low drone in
the cello with homophonic movement in the upper voices. In the preface to the score,
Vasks elucidates: “Time is passing over an unchanged bass, eternally yet
irretrievably.”102 Example 2-2b details a portion of such a passage.
Example 2-2b: Pēteris Vasks, String Quartet No. 3, first movement mm. 59–65.
Drone in the cello with homophonic movement in the upper voices
expresses the eternal passage of time.
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Arvo Pärt’s Spiegel im Spiegel (Mirror(s) in the Mirror) creates an even more
eternal sense of time and space. The broken triadic motive that opens the work repeats
without ceasing until the end, enchaining the listener in a fixated space. Pärt maintains
uniformity in the texture and flow as well,103 embedding a sustained melody in the cello
underneath the repeated triadic cells, as well as bell tones in the piano. Example 2-3
displays the work’s texture and repeated triadic motive.

Example 2-3: Arvo Pärt, Spiegel im Spiegel, mm. 56–63. Note changes in the
melody correspond with the beginnings of the repeated triadic motive.

A second thread emblematic of Baltic Minimalism is the interweaving of national
history into the musical narrative, achieved through titles, texts, and allusions. Contingent
on clear musical symbolism and delivery, such material had the potential to remind
listeners of a shared past, connect it to the hope of a changed future, and issue a call for
justice. Vasks’s choral work Zemgale, from 1989, is an example of such a piece. Its title
refers to the region of Zemgale, the last independent area in the Latvian lands to be
conquered by the Germans in the thirteenth century.104 The work, based on a poem
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describing the fate of Zemgale’s early inhabitants, reminded listeners of their own
experiences of displacement and occupation at a time when Latvia’s independence
movement had reached an inevitable turning point.
A final current in Baltic Minimalism, particularly prevalent in Latvian music, is
the integration of a minimalist style with musical content that is metaphorically religious
in nature. In contrast with authentically religious music, which was either seldom or only
unofficially composed because of censorship rules, metaphorically religious music was
“structurally ‘coded’ and resistant enough to prevail over censors, and could thus be
publicly performed.”105 Landsbergytė cites Estonian Arvo Pärt’s well-known Fratres as a
textbook example of this genre, with its “resounding echo of a liturgical chant, a
symbolic reverberation of a choir, that stays hanging in the breadth of the expanse.”
Many works by Vasks also recall music of the church, including the two works discussed
in this dissertation, which include allusions to medieval liturgical chant, repeated refrains
from a cantor or choir, and the Lutheran chorale. The simplicity of monophonic chant and
the repetitive qualities of responsorial refrains make them a fitting choice for raw
material in a minimalist musical context. Their meditative quality, cyclical nature, and
sense of expanded time embody the aesthetic goals of minimalism. Some works by Vasks
deepen religious symbolism by combining church music motives with the sounds of
birdsong, thus linking nature with spirituality and rendering both as symbols of purity.
As his style continues to evolve almost thirty years after Latvia’s independence,
Vasks retains the most essential elements of Baltic Minimalism in his composing today—
namely, religious music as metaphor, and a fixation on the passage of time. He still
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speaks with urgency, proof that “the inspiration gained from years of survival and
sustenance has found new life, and with it, a new contentment in simply ‘being.’”106 Yet
even his more meditative writing is not complacent in character, and his early and recent
works share strong parallels in style, as the analyses in Chapters 3 and 4 will evidence.
The political and artistic changes in his environment the early 1990s did not, thus, bring
about abrupt change in his style. Landsbergytė’s observation of a general “brightening”
of Baltic style in the twenty-first century,107 while likely true on a large scale, overlooks
some of the mournful, aggressive, and dark qualities still contained in recent music by
Vasks, and the possible meanings behind them.
A younger generation of Baltic composers, born in and after the 1970s, no longer
sees as its primary role the countering of ideological might and political problems
through musical means.108 Yet Latvian composer Andres Dzenītis (b. 1978), not unlike
Vasks, finds some stimulus for his writing through the expression of personal struggles,
national suffering, or in illustrative scenes. For him, the creation of new music is “a
discussion that concerns the ecology of the soul. Sounds should speak to outside
processes, beauty, and the rules of physics, as well as to the things that cannot be
approached or named—thus, to things unexplainable in words.”109 As younger composers
integrate their styles with new aesthetic currents, they nevertheless hold onto their
spiritual heritage from an older generation.
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CHAPTER 3: AN ANALYSIS OF GRĀMATA ČELLAM FOR SOLO CELLO
Grāmata Čellam (1978) is a highly experimental instrumental work— radical in
the starkness of its dramatic contrasts—that uses a wide array of compositional
techniques to unify musical material. The piece comprises two opposing movements,
titled Fortissimo and Pianissimo. In contrast to Vasks’s earlier Partita for Cello and Piano
(1974), which was governed by motivic seed development and set sonorities, the first
movement of Grāmata Čellam is more concerned with interaction between symmetrical
collections and axes, and the second derives its harmonic foundation from diatonicism
and drones. The form of both movements is episodic and, particularly in Fortissimo,
relies little on the cumulative growth of motivic material.

Fortissimo
In Fortissimo, interaction between octatonic collections forms the harmonic and
thematic structure of the movement as a whole. Octatonic collections function much like
keys, and Vasks sets the two primary themes, A and B, in different collections. Melodic
material made up of pitches from an octatonic collection balances around a centric note.
Example 3-1 details the movement’s overall form and describes features of each section.
This unmeasured movement opens with a wailing repeated C#6 in the uppermost
register of the cello, soon expanded into a double stop incorporating a major 7th below, as
shown in Example 3-2. The sustained sound color of the major 7th dominates the first
eight lines of the movement, which function as an introductory section to the thematic
material that begins at Rehearsal 1. The introduction’s insistent loud dynamic and the
rhythmic irregularity between alternating quarter notes and 16th-note groups create a
sense of chaos and unpredictability.

Example 3-1: Fortissimo formal structure and features.
Formal section

Dominant harmonic collection or feature

Introductory material

Sustained major 7th interval, aleatoric double stop ascent

Theme A

OCT1,2, B-centric

Introductory material

Sustained major 7th interval

Theme A

OCT1,2, D-centric, with intermediary pivot to OCT 2,3

Introductory material

Sustained major 7th interval

Theme B

OCT2,3, A-centric

Theme A

OCT1,2, D-centric

Theme B

OCT2,3, A-centric

Theme A

OCT0,1 E-centric, with pivot to OCT1,2, F-centric

Introductory material

Sustained major 7th interval, aleatoric double stop descent

Theme B

OCT2,3, A-centric and then F#-centric

Theme A

OCT1,2, F-centric and then D-centric

Theme B

OCT2,3, A-centric

Introductory material

Sustained major 7th interval, two aleatoric double stop ascents

Example 3-2: Sustained major 7th sonority, introductory section.110

A subsequent aleatoric passage interposed between sustained major 7th block
sonorities only heightens the sense of disorder. In this passage, and analogous ones like it
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throughout the movement, the cellist must generate his or her own unique pitches and
timing. Vasks notates the freely chosen notes in the following ways: first, a wandering
graph line along the staff indicates an up-and-down glissando (see Example 3-3(a));
second, a simple straight line heading upwards or downwards designates a regular
glissando (b); and third, a wavy succession of headless note stems signals a freely
determined sequence of double stops spanning both upper and lower pairs of strings (c).

Example 3-3: Aleatoric notation in Grāmata Čellam.
a. Up-and-down glissando

b. Glissando in one direction

c. Freely determined double-stop sequence

Intermittent pauses are indicated by a fermata-like symbol on the staff, with a number of
seconds noting duration. Although Fortissimo contains no bar lines, Vasks includes
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tempo markings and notates specific changes to the basic tempi (rubato, piu mosso, meno
mosso). In sum, the movement’s introductory section establishes an improvisatory,
cadenza-like quality that pervades the movement.
The distinctive first double stop of the movement—D5 and C#6, as shown in
Example 3-2—may appear to be selected at random out of the cello’s stratosphere, in step
with the improvisational spirit of the movement. A closer analysis, however, reveals that
Vasks has in fact pulled this cluster out of the octatonic collection from which the
ensuing thematic material at Rehearsal 1 is derived. When arranged as a major 7th, these
two pitches create an outer frame for a complete OCT1,2 scale, as indicated in Example
3-4.
Example 3-4: OCT1, 2 collection. D5 and C#6 frame this ordering.

More significant, however, is the pitches’ structural role as a pitch-class central
axis. When inverted to a minor second (C#5 and D5) from its original major seventh
spelling (D5 and C#6), this pair of pitches balances the first sixteen notes at Rehearsal 1
(Example 3-5), the first thematic material thus far.

Example 3-5: Passage at 1, subset of OCT1, 2 collection.
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The C# and D form a centric axis framed by the remaining notes, as shown in
Example 3-6. As a subset of the octatonic scale, the interval classes between these pitches
are thus symmetrical, reading 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 from left to right.

Example 3-6: C# and D form centric axis among pitches from Ex. 3-5.

The two missing notes in the OCT1,2 collection, G and Ab, appear immediately
and emphatically after the passage shown in Example 3-5. Their arrangement as a major
7th spelling references the opening interval of the movement’s introduction. The longer
note length and crescendo give emphasis to these two pitches, suggesting a completion of
one idea and a bridge to the next. I will call this passage at Rehearsal 1 Theme A
(Example 3-7).

Example 3-7: Theme A. Circled pitches complete OCT1, 2 collection.

The graph in Example 3-8 represents the pitches from Example 3-7 along the 1/2—7/8
axis of inversional symmetry. The symmetrical axis runs between C# and D and then
between G and Ab—the two most consequential pairs of notes in the melodic unfolding
of Theme A.
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Example 3-8: 1/2—7/8 symmetrical axis indicating all pitches from Theme A.

The shape of the melodic material in Example 3-7 highlights the [0134] subset of
the octatonic collection. (Even the E4 grace note connected to the Ab-G double stop at the
end of Example 3-7 comprises a [014] trichord, which creates a very similar sonority to
the [0134].) Moreover, the manipulation of this subset creates thematic cohesion and
mobility throughout the movement. The octatonic collection yields identical interval
content at T0, T3, T6, and T9. Likewise, the melodic line in Example 3-7 may be parsed
down to a reproducing [0134] subset. In Example 3-9, I have chosen A# as T0 because it
is the lowest pitch in the discrete segment of eighth notes at Rehearsal 1.

Example 3-9: [0134] subsets of OCT1, 2 arranged melodically at 1.

The melodic shape of these [0134] subsets in Example 3-9 also suggests fleeting
tonal function. The first note of each tetrachord connects to the second in a way that
suggests a leading tone and tonic function within a harmonic or melodic minor scale, thus
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creating four potential tone centers in the passage on B, D, F, and Ab (see Example 3-10).
These four pitches constitute a diminished seventh chord. The rapid succession of
shifting tone centers proves that any perceived tonal implications are not functional in a
traditional sense, but rather that diatonic implications may operate within a non-diatonic
sphere.

Example 3-10: Overlapping [0134] tetrachords with implied scale degrees.

Following a brief outburst of the introduction’s major 7th sonority (see Example
3-2), Vasks returns to the melodic OCT1,2 material of Theme A, this time beginning at T3.
However, the collection soon pivots to the OCT2,3, using the common tone D. Example 311 highlights this collectional shift. Enclosing the pivot note D on either side are pitches
B and F, which, together with D, generate a diminished triad. As discussed in Example 310, the diminished sonority is structurally important in the melodic unfolding of the
movement.
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Example 3-11: Pivot between OCT1,2 and OCT2,3 collections. Pitches B and F
flank the pivot note D, forming a broken diminished triad.

Above, the shift to the new OCT2,3 collection foreshadows that collection’s role in
new thematic material at Rehearsal 3, henceforth “Theme B.” A dirge-like rhythm
defines Theme B, the antithesis of the fluid, melismatic line of Theme A. The silences
between statements invoke the syntax of an incantation and broaden the underlying sense
of pulse. Theme B is consistently indicated by means of a slower, maestoso or meno
mosso tempo marking. These pitches in the first statement of Theme B (Example 3-12)
constitute an incomplete OCT2,3 collection. B, C, D and Eb are not present. The
melodically prominent [0134] tetrachord in the lower voice [F-F#-G#-A] provides a
linkage to Theme A, which was built around the same tetrachord.
The second statement of Theme B, shown in Example 3-13, includes those four
missing pitches of the OCT2,3 collection and emphasizes them by their location at the end
of the phrase and the crescendo.
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Example 3-12: Theme B. Consists of [F, F#, G#, A], set class [0134], derived
from OCT2,3.

Example 3-13: Theme B, second statement. Circled pitches complete OCT2,3
collection.

The remainder of Fortissimo is a back-and-forth struggle between the two themes
and their respective collections. The major 7th sonority on D-C# interposes itself
intermittently, provoking dissonant chaos within the more consonant sound worlds of the
themes. Theme B stays rooted in the OCT2,3 collection and Theme A presents itself
within the OCT1,2 collection, apart from the pivot in Example 3-11. The alternation
between themes becomes more frenetic as the movement progresses and reaches a climax
before Rehearsal 8, with Theme A appearing in double-stop thirds (all pitches still within
OCT1,2) and Theme B surfacing an octave higher (Example 3-14). Backed by a
crescendo, the two voices of Theme B converge explosively on a unison A, giving way to
a coda section. The A marked ff (at the start of the second line in Example 3-14) is
significant because it emerges symmetrically from the G#-Bb diminished third that
precedes it. The voices then divide again, only to re-converge on the same A.
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Example 3-14: Theme A and Theme B in succession, movement climax.

Pitch class A, usually sustained through Theme B in drone-like fashion, serves as
a magnetic pole or center, orienting nearby pitches in relation to it. When a lower voice
splits off, the A incrementally pulls it back into orbit, with unison as the ultimate goal.
Even without a two-voice texture, pitch class A retains a centric pull throughout the
development of Theme B, as in Example 3-15.

Example 3-15: Theme B under development. Pitch class A retains centric pull.

The interval content of the first seven pitches in the passage above is a symmetrical 1-21, denoting the now ubiquitous [0134] tetrachord first introduced in Theme A.
Symmetry plays a crucial role in the generation of material in this movement and
its overall structure. Vasks approaches symmetry across multiple levels, and it is this
multi-dimensional concept of intervallic balance that helps define his unique voice. First,
as just discussed, the reigning tetrachord of the movement is symmetrical. The axis of
symmetry in the T0 tetrachord in Example 3-9 is the unstated pitch C (and in the T3
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tetrachord, D#, and so on). In Example 3-12, Theme B, the axis of symmetry in the
tetrachord [F-F#-G#-A] is G. These axes of symmetry that bisect the [0134] tetrachords
are never actually iterated because they do not belong to the octatonic collections in use.
Yet their role as a balancer is palpable.
Second, the octatonic scale itself is of course symmetrical, and reproduces itself
symmetrically at four levels. The melodic shape of Theme A draws attention to this
feature. Third, the tritone—or interval class 6, the interval that evenly divides the
octave—is a prominent sound in both thematic and bridge material. The tritone signals a
few important structural moments as well. For instance, in Example 3-13, the final A-Eb
double stop conveys a sense of harmonic arrival (completing the OCT2,3) and the end of a
phrase. Just two lines earlier, the same two pitch classes appear melodically (see the end
of Example 3-15). Here, however, they are inverted, with the Eb beneath the A.
A final display of formal symmetry is the movement’s closing coda, which
balances out the introductory section by reiterating the same musical material. The coda
contains a sustained D-C# major 7th sonority (similar to the passage in Example 3-2),
freely determined double stop pitches spanning both pairs of strings, and a wild glissando
escalating into the cello’s highest reaches, culminating the movement on a pitchless
chord above the fingerboard. With “I” representing this introductory and closing material,
“A” designating Theme A, and “B” labeling Theme B, the form of the movement is as
follows: I-A-I-A-I-B-A-B-A-I-B-A-B-I. (See Example 3-1.) It is a series of episodic
blocks, quasi-symmetrical, and its constant alternation of themes resembles a rondo form.
All themes undergo variation and development and seem to be fighting one another for
prominence.
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The quick succession of themes and the persistent variations imposed on them
lend the Fortissimo movement a feeling of severe unpredictability. Although the thematic
material is unified on many levels and undergoes repetition and development, it is the
chaotic presentation of these familiar themes that gives the movement its singular
character. The unrelenting, dissonant major 7th sonority and the disruptive aleatoric
sections, both of which appear intermittently throughout, add tension to the musical
struggle. The rebellious spirit of Fortissimo exemplifies Vasks’s own words on his
music—that it must protest and resist, and never acquiesce.111

Pianissimo
The second movement of Grāmata Čellam, Pianissimo, shares a few notable
formalistic features with the first. It navigates between introductory material, bridge
material, and two primary themes in rondo-like fashion, much like Fortissimo. The main
themes intensify in their return statements, and the struggle between dissonance and
consonance plays an important role in the musical narrative. Example 3-16 summarizes
the second movement’s formal structure, recurring features, and collectional content.
Beyond sharing an episodic form, similarities between the movements cease.
Pianissimo is the direct antithesis of Fortissimo. Each movement is one half of a
dichotomy that pits disorder and chaos against order and tranquility. Pianissimo—with its
diatonic modes, dolcissimo character, and contemplative mood—is the latter of these
opposing sides. It provides a restoration of tranquility and logic after the distress of the
first movement.
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Vasks, “The Suffering and Joy of Creation,” 43.
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Example 3-16: Pianissimo formal structure and features.
Formal section

Dominant harmonic collection or feature

Introductory material

Two-note alternation with harmonic, rising trill

Theme A

D Phrygian, bass drone on D

Introductory material
Theme B

Descending trill, pizzicato bridge
G Aeolian, bass drone on G, includes three phrases with
voice

Introductory material

Two-note alternation with harmonic, rising trill

Theme A

D Phrygian, bass drone on D

Introductory material
Theme B

Descending trill, pizzicato bridge
G Aeolian, bass drone on G, includes four phrases with
voice

Introductory material

Two-note alternation with harmonic, rising trill

The interchange among themes in Pianissimo is fluid and predictable. Vasks
brings each statement of a theme to a close and provides a lead-in, or bridge, to the
subsequent one, unlike in the first movement, where thematic changes were abrupt. The
bridge material also opens and closes the movement. I will henceforth refer to it as
“introductory material.” Its function is to lend unity to the movement by linking distinct
sections and establishing the contemplative mood. It appears in various guises, with its
most complete statements at the movement’s opening and close. The introductory
material begins with a series of alternating eighth notes that evolve organically to
incorporate an artificial harmonic on the upper note, creating the pitch F#6.112
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The term “harmonic” refers to any pitch in the natural overtone series on an open string,
achieved by lightly touching the string rather than pressing it down. (It is also known by its French
equivalent, flageolet.) The sound quality of a harmonic is lighter and airier than a fingered note. It is
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Example 3-17: Introductory material with alternating eighth notes and an artificial
harmonic.

The gesture’s length is freely determined and creates a sound that evokes the
natural world.113 The resulting sound may vary somewhat from cellist to cellist, because
the weight, speed, and contact point of the bow can produce different overtones.114
Neighboring harmonics produce the pitches A5 and B5. Varying the pressure in the left
hand fingers also creates changes in sound. Vasks allows for brief improvisation with this
figure, indicated by a static wavy line on the staff. A visual representation of the sound in
this passage might be represented by the image of gleaming sunlight on a pond with
ripples in the water. Just as the reflected light responds to the undulations of the water, so
too do the harmonic overtones.
The next feature of the introductory material is a sustained, rising trill whose base
pitch is indicated graphically by an ascending wavy line on the staff.

notated by a diamond-shaped notehead. Harmonics may also be produced artificially; that is, by pressing
the string down with the thumb or first finger and simultaneously touching a specified note further down
the string. These artificially generated harmonics are not part of the natural overtone series of the open
strings.
113
Though not all music written with harmonics is meant to evoke nature, the conscious use of
natural harmonics often carries an association with nature, as in the opening of Mahler’s First Symphony.
114
The contact point is the spot where the bow is placed on the string between the fingerboard and
bridge.
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Example 3-18: Introductory material’s improvisatory trill figure.

The trill figure is present in the opening introduction, all bridge material, and the closing.
Its length is indicated by an approximate number of seconds, and the base pitch rises and
falls at a rate freely determined by the player. Its overall shape varies between statements:
the figure ascends three times and descends twice, and starting and finishing pitches vary
with each iteration. The passage in Example 3-18 begins on the pitch B3 and ends on D5,
which references the alternating pitches of the movement’s opening (B3 and D4, shown
in Example 3-17). The arrival on D5 sets up that pitch class as centric in Theme A, which
immediately follows.
As Theme A unfolds, listeners enter a sound world with deep references to music
of the past. Its sustained open-D-string drone acts much like the tenor in medieval
organum or the drone of a bagpipe. The drone’s constant presence establishes D as a
centric pitch. The melodic line begins with a sigh from Eb to D (Example 3-19),
establishing a traditional relationship between tension and release. The sighing motive
reappears throughout the Theme A material as a familiar refrain, much like a cantor’s
repeated religious incantation.
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Example 3-19: Eb–D sighing motive from Theme A, over a D drone.

The subsequent phrase ends on an A (Example 3-20), establishing a dominant-like
relationship with the centric D.

Example 3-20: Theme A material, continued. Phrase ends on a composite open
fifth.

Octaves and fifths represent intervals of release and repose, while less consonant
intervals present varying degrees of tension. Rests, measured in seconds and
accompanied by the ever-present D-drone, allow for breaths between phrases. During the
first complete Theme A segment (spanning from Rehearsal 9 to Rehearsal 10), more than
half of the pitches that precede or follow a rest are consonant Ds and As. In the second
complete Theme A segment (spanning from Rehearsal 11 to Rehearsal 12), less than half
of the pitches on either side of a rest are consonant Ds and As against the D drone. This
demonstrates, albeit in a small way, how Vasks builds harmonic tension in the second
statement of Theme A. A more important way he regulates tension is through the use of
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conjunct or disjunct melodic lines. In the first statement of Theme A, only seven melodic
notes are bordered by a leap on either side. The line is therefore relatively conjunct. Yet
during the second statement of Theme A, fifteen notes are surrounded by leaps. Most of
these leaps are contained within the last phrase, shown in Example 3-21. This heightened
sense of unrest closes the second and final Theme A segment.

Example 3-21: Theme A’s disjunct ending, bridge, and start of Theme B.

The appearance of leaping ornamental notes also increases in frequency during
the second Theme A segment. These embellishing pitches function like grace notes and
punctuate the melodic line in a vocal and improvisatory way. The exceptionally large
interval spans they cover (usually over an octave), however, differentiate them from
standard grace notes and bring attention to their presence in the melodic texture. During
the first Theme A segment, there are just six ornamental notes, with an average of twelve
semitones between the lower (eighth-note) tone and the upper main melodic note.
Example 3-22 shows the opening Theme A section.
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Example 3-22: Theme A, excerpt from first statement, with intervals between
ornamental (lower) and melodic (upper) notes.

Throughout the second statement of Theme A, there are fifteen ornamental notes,
with an average of 15 semitones between the lower and upper notes. Example 3-23
illustrates the larger leaps at the beginning of the second Theme A statement.

Example 3-23: Theme A, excerpt from second statement. Larger leaps between
ornamental and melodic notes.

Examples 3-21 through 3-23 have shown ways in which Vasks utilizes disjunct
motion in the unfolding of Theme A. A final aspect regulating Theme A’s evolution is a
change in register and timbre. The second segment of Theme A (Example 3-23) begins
with the melodic line a fifth higher than its original statement in Example 3-22. This
modulation lifts the melody into an ethereal register on the cello. The highest note of the
entire movement, an Eb6, appears near the end of the second Theme A (Example 3-24).
At the far reaches of the cello’s fingerboard, the pitches above the crescendo create a
timbral intensity not seen elsewhere in the movement.
Pianissimo is rooted in diatonic harmony, unlike Fortissimo. The use of diatonic
modes in this movement is yet another link to music of the medieval church, along with
drones and chant-like melodic contour. All of the pitches of Theme A are contained
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within the D Phyrigian scale. The D drone that plays throughout Theme A establishes
that pitch as centric. The stabilizing role of octaves and composite fifths above the drone
strengthen the D’s centricity.

Example 3-24: Movement’s highest pitch, Eb6, circled.

The D Phrygian scale generates itself from the fifth degree of a G Aeolian scale,
as shown in Example 3-25.

Example 3-25: Seven modes, beginning on G as scale degree 1. Themes A and B
correspond to D Phrygian and G Aeolian, respectively.

The G Aeolian scale forms the harmonic basis for Theme B, which appears in full twice
during the movement. Each time, it emerges from three pizzicato notes moving in a
downward motion by fifths, suggesting G as a tonic (Example 3-26). Thus, the harmonic
underpinning of the movement’s two themes emulates the tonic–dominant relationship of
a Classsical sonata, with tonal centers introduced in reverse order (dominant, then tonic).
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The themes, however, lack the triadic hierarchy and structural processes of functional
harmony.

Example 3-26: Bridge into Theme B. Descending fifths, played pizzicato, prepare
G Aeolian mode.

Theme B’s most unique feature is the use of the cellist’s voice to create a
countermelody with the line in the cello. (The score indicates that male cellists may
whistle the notes, while female players may sing them.) Apart from two diminished
twelfths in the second statement of Theme B, the voice moves exclusively in parallel
tenths with the cello, taking the upper line. A low drone on G sounds simultaneously, as
shown in Example 3-27. Harmonically, the pitches contained in each phrase outline i and
half-diminished ii chords, excluding some passing tones between downbeats. These
create triadic ambiguity. The first phrase emphasizes perfect intervals, while the second
phrase highlights the melodic tritone.
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Example 3-27: Appearance of voice line. From Theme B, first statement.

At Rehearsal 10 in Example 3-27, registral leaps in the cello line highlight the presence
of D–Eb–D, circled. This three-note motive provides continuity with Theme A (see
Example 3-19). The D–Eb–D motive appears at the close of the movement as well, shown
in Example 3-28.

Example 3-28: End of movement with bracketed D–Eb–D motive.

The rising and falling D–E b–D creates implicit harmonic motion above a G drone: In the
context of G Aeolian, this sequence could be harmonized as a familiar i-N6/4-i . (The
same three-note motive set above the earlier D drone—see Example 3-19—does not yield
the same harmonic implication.) Similarly, the end of the system with three-voice texture
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in Example 3-27 could be harmonized as shown, with the longer note values suggesting a
plagal motion leading back to G.
The two appearances of Theme B are very similar, though the second involves
more implied harmonic motion. Example 3-29 shows a section of the second statement of
Theme B. With minimally rearranged melodic notes, the harmonic changes move faster
here than in the similar three-voice passage at Example 3-27. Through such subtle
variation or intensification of recurring themes, Vasks allows a developed narrative to
take place within the familiarity and timelessness provided by repetition.

Example 3-29: Theme B, second statement. Implied harmonic progression noted
in Roman numerals.
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Grāmata Čellam and Musical Symbolism
In his speech at the symposium, “The Suffering and Joy of Creation,” Vasks
reflects on the tendencies in his works after two decades of composing.115 One such
overall tendency is a predilection for creating double attributes of celebration and pain
within a single work. Vasks categorizes his works based on their dramatic character
(notably, not by their genre or other qualitative descriptor). One of these categories he
identifies as “works of contrast,” where “two forces simply confront one another, but do
not come into open conflict.”116 Grāmata Čellam is an example of such a work, with its
aggressive and raw first movement and redemptive second. The chaotic force, Vasks
continues, represents perishability, the strength of evil, and the threat of destruction. Lutz
Lesle echoes Vasks’s words in a description of the composer’s choral work Litēne, where
sudden extreme chromatisicm and metric disturbances serve as direct representations of
evil and destruction .117 Those same features define much of Fortissimo. They infuse it
with unambiguous tension, setting up one half of the symbolic dichotomy.
If octatonicism and outbursts of chromaticism carry extramusical significance in
Grāmata Čellam’s first movement, then so too does the second movement’s diatonicism,
which represents a hypothetical state of harmoniousness whose purest ideal is the vocal
music of the early church. The Andante cantabile marking near the start of Pianissimo
and the organum-like drones are direct references to an instrumental style that imitates
singing. The musical phrasing recalls vocal incantation so effectively that when the cellist
begins to sing in parallel tenths with the instrument, the connection is seamless.
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Vasks, “The Suffering and Joy of Creation,” 43.
Ibid.
117
Lesle, “Auflehnung gegen eine brutale Macht,” 14.
116
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Yet ascribing a single temperament to an entire movement, while helpful for
generalizing content, risks oversimplification, and overlooks the nuance in Vasks’s
writing. The aggressive, tumultuous first movement also includes brief moments of
repose and silence. Theme A’s opening iteration has a cantabile quality when played
legato, and its melodic structure suggests a connection with the diatonic minor mode,
although it is derived from octatonicism. The second movement, while wholly diatonic,
features dissonant intervals like ninths and tritones that create musical tension. In an
atmosphere that otherwise recalls plainchant, these thorny sonorities suggest that Vasks
employs the sound of early church music to express a more complex concept—that, in
fact, chaos contains moments of peace, and joy contains elements of pain.
The return of religious music—one of the key markers of Baltic minimalistic
style118—was particularly prevalent in Latvia in the last decades of the twentieth century.
Presented allegorically, the chorale served as a symbol of belief in national resurrection.
Religious inflection in the music also created a spirit of meditation, enabling both
individual and collective reflection of self and society. As a pivotal figure in this stylistic
renaissance, Vasks envisioned himself as a spiritual rebilitator for his country. The
Latvian people expected truth from artists and composers, Vasks maintains, and
consequently, art could not function as mere aesthetic experience. He constructed his
musical style as a form of creative resistance to express coded concepts like oppression,
defiance, destruction (of both the natural environment and of collective values), hope,
and praise. Grāmata Čellam, a 13-minute work in two contrasting movements, is a
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Landsbergytė, “Herr, unser Land brennt!,” 357–371.
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concentrated example of this. Vasks intended for the audiences of his music to
understand, contemplate, or feel challenged by these suggestive themes.
Judged simply on the basis of musical aesthetics, Vasks’s early work Grāmata
Čellam stands out as a highly innovative composition. Its varied harmonic language,
cohesive form, dramatic contrasts, and novel use of effects—harmonics, aleatory, and
vocalizing, for instance—merit a special place not only in Vasks’s output, but also in
Latvian music of the 1970s and in the solo cello repertoire. Yet the deeper layer of
symbolism embedded in this work provides an augmented and enriched way of
interpreting it.
For centuries, instrumental works have relayed extramusical associations through
devices like descriptive titles and outright imitation of extramusical topics—say, birdsong
or a military drumbeat. Yet this does not render abstract titles absent from such
representative content. Grāmata Čellam’s semi-abstract title, “Cello Book,” allows the
listener to draw his or her own conclusions. I sense that the chaos and vulnerability of the
first movement could represent the destructive potential of unchecked authoritarianism
and frustration with its effects on the individual and society. The redemptive, hopeful
quality of the second movement offers a means of quiet resistance to counter this through
meditative self-introspection and healing. Another interpreter of the work may perceive
somewhat different symbolic content to what I have described, or perhaps none at all—
but all will be forced to consider what motivations may have brought forth the notes on
the page and what message may lie therein.
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Performance considerations: Fortissimo
In the preface to the score, Vasks refers to an “unbroken state of tension”
characterizing the movement .119 Comprised of “raw and aggressive” musical material,
Fortissimo consists of a quick succession of themes that seem to be fighting one another
for prominence. As such, the performer must bring across a sense of struggle and
instability. Yet while the unmeasured nature of the movement allows for a certain degree
of freedom, Vasks provides clear guidelines on when the pulse should stretch and when it
should be strict, marking all such fluctuations with rubato, a tempo, meno mosso, piu
mosso, and poco rit.
The performer should have a strong awareness of the movement’s form and the
way Vasks presents and develops its two main themes. Each theme has a distinct
character that evolves throughout, and the player should gauge those trajectories to create
a musical narrative. Noticeably, the second theme (Theme B) is more held back in tempo
and demeanor in comparison to the first theme (Theme A), with a consistent maestoso or
meno mosso marking indicating its statelier character. The octatonic harmonic language
of the movement provides both cohesion and contrast and is another element for the
player to explore. Each theme confines its pitch content to a discrete octatonic collection.
Theme B is comprised of pitches within the OCT2,3 collection, while Theme A fits within
the OCT1,2 collection, apart from one passage that pivots to OCT2,3 in a foreshadowing of
the second theme (see Example 3–11). The musical effect of this passage is like a sudden
opening up, upending order and expectations.
One of the most pressing matters to contend with in the movement is the graphic
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Pēteris Vasks, Grāmata Čellam, 1978 (Mainz: Schott Music International, 2005, 5). Printed
musical score.
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notation indicating passages of aleatory, improvised passages within a given framework
on the musical staff. There is likely to be, therefore, variation between renderings of the
same passage. The most prominent such sections are four passages on pages 7, 11, 12,
and 13 (see Appendix), where the single staff splits into a double staff. The length of each
section is noted in approximate seconds. The execution of these passages involves
playing a series of rapidly ascending or descending double stops, alternating between
string pairs (the C and G strings are paired together, as are the D and A.) The goal of
these passages is upward or downward propulsion into the following material—or in the
case of the final passage, propulsion up to a final, heavily accented chord. The execution
should not sound acrobatic for virtuosity’s sake, but should function as a means to create
direction and tension. The initial four notes that launch each passage and the rising or
falling note stems that follow suggest pitch and direction but are not literal instructions.
Three established recordings of the work substantiate this treatment of the double staff
passages. Cellists Kristine Blaumane, David Geringas, and Sol Gabetta all perform the
passages with brevity, explosiveness, and momentum.
One additional marking in the score just prior to the first double staff passage
warrants examination. On page 7 (the first page of the score), a wavy, irregular line
marked “ca. 5” indicates a slow glissando, meandering above and below D3. This
notation appears only once in the movement. This brief passage has no rhythmic pulse
and indicates improvised pitches on the G string, above the held C# drone on the C string.
The cellists mentioned above, particularly Geringas and Gabettta, do not linger on it, but
I would allow a few seconds, as indicated, for the pitch to wander on the fingerboard.
This allows the tone to resettle and gather momentum following the preceding sul
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ponticello passage, and it prolongs the tension that then erupts into an upwards glissando.
Rehearsal 4 on page 10 introduces another notational device unique to the
movement. The “x” noteheads indicate these notes are to be played or struck “with the
fingers of the right hand.” This passage follows an intense, piu mosso sweep into the high
register of the cello that ends, effectively, with an exclamation point and a breath mark.
As such, I believe Vasks’s intention with the subsequent passage at Rehearsal 4 is to reset
dynamics and intensity, re-centering the musical narrative. The passage contains clear
elements of surprise—first silence, and then a new, percussive sound that is neither
pizzicato nor col legno. The effect creates a mysterious and menacing atmosphere. To
counter the effect of the exclamatory utterance just before Rehearsal 4, the percussive
passage that follows seems to ask two questions, with a notated pause and a breath mark
standing in for question marks.
The most effective way to execute the passage at Rehearsal 4 is to finger the notes
on the C string with the left hand and strike the string with the outer edge of the right
thumb. It is easy to control, the sound is percussive and even, and the pitches are audible.
The disadvantage to this method is that it cannot be done holding the bow in the right
hand. Alternatively, one might try to hit the string with some part of the right fist while
holding the bow, or simply strike the string directly with the fingers of the left hand. The
three recordings all produced somewhat different pitch content in this passage.
A final passage meriting discussion is the movement’s opening motive, which
appears seven subsequent times in the movement (see Example 3-2). This recurring
passage acts as a sort of leitmotif representing chaos, with its sustained major-7th
dissonance and irregular rhythm. (In one iteration a sul ponticello indication seems to
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compound the dissonance.) The player should avoid metricizing the rhythm in any way
and forge ahead with a back-and-forth marcatissimo bowing as indicated. Whenever this
motive erupts later in the work, it should recall the intensity and disorder of the first
statement.

Performance considerations: Pianissimo
Pianissimo’s fluid and calm interchange between themes offers a striking contrast
to the frenetic momentum of the first movement. Its contoured phrases, played cantabile
and sustained by an open string drone, create an atmosphere of reflective contemplation.
Vasks creates a loose hierarchy of consonant and dissonant tones with respect to the
drone note, with the octave and perfect fifth at the most consonant end of the spectrum.
Players should explore the role of dissonance and resolution throughout the movement
both vertically, as tones relate to the drone, and horizontally, as they form a singing line
with agogic stresses along the way. The harmonic language is laden with expectations for
resolutions. Sometimes these resolutions occur in foreseeable ways, as in the 9th-octave
sighing motive in Example 3-19. Other times, the harmonic buildup delays or obscures
resolution. Related to this, an awareness of Theme B’s implied harmonic underpinning
(see Example 3-27) may be useful in crafting its phrasing.
The movement’s ethereal opening requires the cellist to move seamlessly from
solid fingered notes into a multi-dimensional mixture of solid notes and harmonics. The
harmonics will likely be more prominent in the sound, and the cellist need not concern
themself with neighboring harmonic pitches phasing in and out alongside the printed
tone. Experimentation with bow speed and weight helps to deliver the effect more
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consistently. The wavy line on the staff following the printed harmonics indicates an
improvisation within that framework of alternating pitches.
The predominant technical challenge in Pianissimo is the execution of a legato
melody together simultaneously with a drone on the lower neighboring open string. The
balance should favor the melodic string and de-emphasize the drone. By their nature,
however, open strings create a fuller sound than stopped strings played with the same
bow speed. The player can overcome this discrepancy by positioning the bow somewhat
unevenly across the two strings, using just a few bow hairs to activate the open string. At
the opening of the melodic material, for example (Appendix, page 13, bottom system), I
find it useful to imagine myself simply bowing on the low side of the A string (i.e., the
side nearest the D string) and allowing the D string to ring. Leaning too heavily on the A
string, however, may cause the D string’s sound to come and go with inconsistency,
which is also undesirable. An even bow speed is essential in creating consistency in
sound, as is a left hand hovering only over the A string in the upper positions, so as not to
upset the vibrating D.
An additional technical intricacy for the player to work out is the three-voiced
texture of Theme B (Appendix, Rehearsal 10 and Rehearsal 12), involving an open string
drone, a melody on the D string, and the cellist’s voice. The voice line must be sung in
the octave indicated. This creates uniform parallel tenths with the cello melody, apart
from two diminished twelfths (compound tritones) beneath Rehearsal 12. The treble
voice range is fitting for a female player; a male player could sing these lines in his head
voice, or, as Vasks indicates, he could whistle them.
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Singing together with the cello melody and drone requires a third level of
intonational precision. The manner of listening and perception is similar to playing string
chamber music, except with control over all of the voices. Practicing this skill outside the
context of the movement is helpful. I recommend synchronizing the voice and left hand
through the playing of scales in tenths, octaves, and sixths; improvising melodies at those
interval levels; and calibrating left-hand shifting motion with the voice on upward and
downward leaps.
The passages with voice and cello in tandem create an atmosphere that is at once
hauntingly beautiful and emotionally forceful. Cellists often like to imagine they are
singing through their instrument. I found that the effect of actually singing while playing
amplified the bow’s attempts to play lyrically, as I endeavored for an identical contour of
phrasing and timing between the air stream and bow. The act of controlling two parallel
voices felt almost like improvising, and delivered an augmented sense of freedom—
something that I hope other cellists will experience through the playing of this work.
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CHAPTER 4: AN ANALYSIS OF CONCERTO NO. 2, “KLĀTBŪTNE”
Vasks composed his Second Concerto for cello in 2011 and 2012. Scored for
string orchestra and soloist, its premiere took place in October of 2012 in Ghent,
featuring cellist Sol Gabetta, conductor Candida Thompson, and the Amsterdam
Sinfonietta. The work’s duration is substantial, at 34 minutes. It opens with a cadenza and
connects without pause into an Andante cantabile first movement. The second
movement, by far the longest and most varied, encompasses eleven alternating sections.
Its centerpiece is yet another cadenza, lodged symmetrically into the movement with five
sub-sections on either side. The third and final movement functions as one large whole,
with slight fluctuations in the metronome markings reflecting thematic development.
The concerto traverses through diatonicism, octatonicism, and chromaticism.
Different harmonic systems may be placed in opposition to one another, or compete for
prominence. Sometimes the distinction between harmonic systems is ambiguous; more
often Vasks distinguishes between them with utter clarity. Example 4-1 summarizes the
concerto’s overall structure, notes the respective harmonic modes in operation, and
describes other related features.
Vasks’s choice of harmonic system carries symbolic meaning, and is an example
of one of the composer’s expressive dichotomies. Such dichotomies, or dualities, form
the framework inside which Vasks develops his singular means of expression and
delivers extramusical messages. Typically, opposing musical characteristics—diatonic
versus octatonic, for example—coordinate with extramusical descriptors, like order
versus chaos. Vasks has spoken about these contrasting poles in essays and interviews,
and writers discussing Vasks have referenced them. The composer employs them in such
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a direct way that listeners may intuit their meaning as well. Expressive dichotomies are a
recurring theme in this chapter. The chart below, Example 4-2, provides an overview of
these, in anticipation of the movement analyses that follow.

Example 4-1: Structural overview of Concerto No. 2 and its movements.

Movement or section title

Harmonic System(s)

Cadenza I

Diatonic

I. Andante cantabile

Diatonic

II. Allegro marcato – Presto –
Andante – Tempo I – Presto –
*Cadenza II – Tempo I –
Andante – Tempo I – Presto –
Tempo I

Octatonic, diatonic, and chromatic,
by section (see Example 4-13,
modified, page 102)

*Cadenza II (centerpiece of
Movement II)

Mixture: octatonic, diatonic, and
chromatic

III. Adagio

Chromatic

Features

Ionian and Lydian modes
Long registral ascent
Recurring motive
Aeolian mode
Long registral ascent
Triadic, non-functional
harmonic motion
Two recurring rhythmic
motives
(Within octatonic sections)
Centricity through repetition
Centricity through use of
[0235] "minor" tetrachord
Melodic and harmonic tritones
Clearly defined themes that
recur

Octatonicism and G Aeolian
mode
Some chromatic motion
Triadic, fluid, non-functional
harmonic motion
Link to octatonicism through
prominent presence of halfdiminished seventh chord
Lament bass
Closing chorale
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Example 4-2: Pairs of diametrically opposed musical characteristics express
extramusical concepts, creating expressive dichotomies.
Expressive Dichotomies in
Vasks's Concerto No. 2
Extramusical descriptors

Order vs. chaos

Yearning vs. resolution

Natural vs. societal
Purity vs. adulteration
Divine vs. human

Clarity vs. ambiguity

Typical musical characteristics
Consonance vs. dissonance
Diatonicism vs. octatonicism
Diatonicism vs. chromaticism
Perfect fifth vs. tritone
Spaciousness vs. clusters
Soft vs. loud
Slow vs. fast
Stasis vs. motion
Predictable rhythmic groupings vs. unpredictable
Ascent vs. arrival
Ascent vs. descent
One (or a few) voices vs. many
Crescendo vs. unchanging sound
Triadic motion vs. clusters
Perfect intervals (derived from natural overtone series) vs.
tritone or 7th
Diatonicism vs. chromaticism
Chorale or chant vs. unpredictable rhythm
Lyrical vs. rhythmic
Cantabile vs. marcato
Distinct choice of mode vs. fluidity between major and
minor triads
Distinct choice of mode vs. fluidity between related diatonic
modes
Single harmonic system vs. mixture between diatonic,
octatonic, and chromatic

The symbolism and direct emotional content in this concerto, as in much of
Vasks’s music, is romantic, in that it strives to “poeticize the manifestation of life, its
processes, and its shapes.”120 However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the music of Vasks and

120

Lūsina, “Charakteristische Tendenzen,” 396.
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his Baltic contemporaries differs from music of the nineteenth century in the
relentlessness of its contemplative spirit, subtler allusions, sharp dramatic antitheses, and
the obvious fact that diatonic harmony represents something different from what it did in
1850: a return to simplicity for ears that had long been exposed to Wagnerian opera,
serialism, modal jazz, and everything in between. Thus, the term “Neoromantic” aptly
describes this work, and indeed, a large part of Vasks’s output. The concerto assigns a
paramount role to lyricism in its diatonic sections, without conforming to the nineteenthcentury romantic notions of melody, harmony, or form. And the concerto’s octatonic
sections create an antithetical world, void of lyricism and full of rhythmic drive.
This chapter provides analyses of the concerto’s three movements and two
cadenzas, with special focus on the role of modes, structure, and elements that recur—
e.g., motives and particular chords or sets. Also crucial to understanding the work is an
examination of Vasks’s outside musical influences, like the chorale, chant, Baroque
gestures, and the sounds of nature. Finally, this chapter includes a brief overview of
octatonicism’s early beginnings as a means of creating musical symbolism, because
Vasks’s choice of that collection is a defining feature of the concerto, as it was in
Grāmata Čellam .
Cadenza I
The concerto begins intimately, with a barely audible and percussive repeated
tone. The cellist is perceptibly alone in the wide reaches of sonic space, and interspersed
rests heighten the effect of isolation. The cadenza opens with four softly intoned open Cs,
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produced col legno.121 This motivic seed, like a single-cell organism beginning to grow,
sets in motion the cadenza’s entire organic course of development, beginning from a
single pitch (the cello’s lowest) to the cadenza’s final and highest note, A5. This gradual
ascent, interrupted throughout by setbacks into a lower register, provides an underlying
magnetic pull and a feeling of striving upwards.
The cadenza’s opening line illustrates this concept of ascent in brief (see Example
4-3). All four statements begin on the same C, yet each one climbs higher.

Example 4-3: A motivic seed introduces a gradual pitch ascent from C to G.122

The material that follows the passage in Example 4-3, now played arco, continues
ascending, first reaching an E3 and then a whole step higher to F#3 (Example 4-4).

121

Col legno indicates that the string be played with the wood of the bow. More specifically, the
author suggests striking the string with the bow (col legno battuto) rather than drawing it across the string
(col legno tratto) to achieve a percussive effect similar to the pizzicato that immediately follows.
122
All musical examples in Chapter Four are subject to the following copyright notice:
Vasks CONCERTO NO. 2, “Klātbūtne.” Copyright © 2012 Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz,
Germany. All rights reserved. Used by permission of European American Music Distributors Company,
sole U.S. and Canadian agent for Schott Music GmbH & Co. KG, Mainz, Germany.
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Example 4-4: Continued ascent to F#, the fourth scale degree.

The appearance of F# marks a novel harmonic revelation. Modally, the cadenza is
diatonic and (thus far) C-centric; yet the material preceding the F# lacks the fourth and
seventh scale degrees, centering around a C-D-E-G-A pentatonic collection. The F#
completes the fourth scale degree (a B n sounds soon thereafter), and establishes the
Lydian mode with C as a centric pitch. Later passages using this same collection of notes
obscure C as the centric pitch in favor of A, on the basis on melodic contour. Thus A
Dorian is another viable mode in use, and the cadenza’s final note—a sustained A4-A5
octave—corroborates the pitch’s importance.
Diatonicism is a grounding force in the solo cello cadenza, a genre that lacks the
overt harmonic underpinning that an accompanying keyboard or orchestra could provide.
Vasks expresses diatonicism through the use of three competing modes, including the
aforementioned Lydian and Dorian modes, in which the E - F# whole step plays an
important melodic and motivic role (as will be explored subsequently in Example 4-6).
The familiar F#, however, gives way to F n in an unexpected harmonic shift during the
cadenza’s second half. A competing mode—C Ionian—establishes itself temporarily, and
sounds striking after such an extended period in the Lydian mode.
The F n’s entrance resets the musical narrative and acts as a transition.
Significantly, it appears after a descent down from E5, the highest note reached thus far,
allowing the register to settle lower before the final extended ascent up to A5. Vasks
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highlights this important “restart” through timbre (arco changes briefly to pizzicato),
dynamics (diminuendo), and timing (ritardando and a breath mark, followed by mosso).
The Ionian mode maintains its hold as rhythmic intensity increases and
neighboring pitches become more disjunct. Then, following an anticipatory crescendo
and a ritardando, F# breaks through anew in a grand pronouncement. An open D sounds
together with the F#, creating an explosiveness of resonance as slurs give way to backand-forth bows. F# supplants F n through the close of the cadenza, balancing its presence
in the first half. Example 4-5 illustrates the transition from Ionian mode back to Lydian.

Example 4-5: Shift to Ionian mode at the F n, return to Lydian (or Dorian) mode;
registral peaks at E5 and A5.

Cadenza I’s musical language is lyrical, apart from the section marked mosso (see
Example 4-5), which introduces sixteenth notes and fast, repeated pitches in the bow.
Vasks utilizes sustained double and triple stops to shift between one- and two-voiced
textures, often placing an open string on one end to heighten resonance. The musical
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phrase structure has an improvisatory quality. The cadenza lacks bar lines, yet
interspersed breath marks and alternation between pizzicato and arco help to define the
ebb and flow. More importantly, a recurring motive provides intermittent return to
something familiar. The motive, notably, never appears in exactly the same way, but each
utterance retains a sense of unity with the surrounding refrains. The motive is simply a
move from the pitch E up to an arrival on F#, with peripheral notes and rhythms
providing variation on that theme. Example 4-6 illustrates seven iterations of this
stepwise motive.

Example 4-6: Seven iterations of Cadenza I’s recurring motive, entailing stepwise
motion from E to F#.

The musical concept of ascent as expressed in this cadenza suggests an inherent
feeling of expectation, of striving, and even hope. A series of rising gestures, cut off by
breath marks in the score, punctuate the musical line and mimic the posing of a question
or interjection. (Examples 4-5 and 4-6 include a few of these.) The expectation following
an energetic interrogatory gesture is an answer. But the repeated response—an intensified
continuation of the musical line—delivers a perpetual state of suspense until the answer,
the final pitch, A5. Of the twenty-two breath marks and rests in the cadenza, seventeen
are preceded by a rising gesture, two by a falling gesture, and three by a unison note. The
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upward gestures with accompanying crescendo are especially pronounced; they convey
an excited tension and demand an affirmative response.
The cadenza’s introductory phrases include the pitches C-D-E-G-A, which are
arguably the five most naturally produced pitches on the cello and form a pentatonic
collection. The notes C, G, D, and A constitute the instrument’s open strings,
conventionally tuned. E is a fifth above A and a prominent pitch in the cello’s natural
harmonic series. The calm presentation of these pitches elevates their naturalness as ideal.
Freedom and peacefulness emanate from such moments of calm, in “oases of quiet,”123
and serve as musical representations of an outward idea. For Vasks, natural order implies
freedom and an absence of borders. He created a musical symbol of that potential for
openness that both individuals and societies can realize. These two spheres—the
individual and the collective—become intertwined in the decoding of Vasks’s musical
symbolism.124 Natural order functions as an analogy for the ability to think and act freely
as an individual and co-exist peacefully with the natural world, unhindered by restrictions
from society. Those restrictions may come in the form of cultural or religious
indoctrination, inaccessibility to ideas, inability to traverse national borders, and
environmental degradation. This opposite of natural order—artifice—corrupts the
harmonious ideal.
Vasks speaks of the metaphysical in his description of the third movement of his
String Symphony, “Balsis” (Voices) (“The star-filled heaven over all of us and as
counterpoint, a heartbeat in the string bass”); he describes the end of his violin concerto,
subtitled “Distant Light,” as “celestial music,” and refers to the “broadly unfolding song

123
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Senghass, “Werden Nacht und Stürme Licht?,” 397.
Lindenberg, “Strömungen in der baltischen Moderne,” 457.
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of the solo instrument, full of idealism, faith, and love” in his first cello concerto. Vasks
alludes to the evocation of nature in his commentary on the String Symphony’s second
movement (“a grandiose picture of the awakening of the natural world”). Notably, the
opening of this symphonic movement unfolds in a similar harmonic context to Cadenza I,
with a sharp fourth scale degree. Vasks utilizes the sharp 4 to create an atmosphere of
awakening, growth, expectation, and expansion. Although Cadenza I lacks overt
references to birdcalls—a hallmark feature of the String Symphony’s second
movement—its sparse opening and upward trajectory nevertheless recall the growth
processes of the natural world.125
Alongside its subtexts evoking nature, growth, and expectancy, Vasks’s Cadenza
I also subtly recalls music of the past. The perfect fifth—a hallmark of medieval church
music and an expression of consonance—appears as a harmonic and melodic interval
throughout the development of musical lines. Often wedged in between two less
consonant intervals, its pure sound (usually played with open strings) provides passing
moments of clarity. The cadenza’s recurring motive, shown in Example 4-6, is another
nod to the past, and to the refrains of religious music. Its persistent character emulates the
voice of a pleading cantor leading congregants in a house of worship, and its ascending
gesture looks upward in an appeal.

Another notable work that uses a sharp 4 to evoke the ancient, natural world is American
composer George Crumb’s Vox balanae (Voice of the Whale), written in 1971. Crumb sets the “Sea
Theme” movement in a harmonic collection with an implicit raised 4. A centric B is palpable but not
clearly stated, and the delayed arrival of sharp 4, E#, is an important development in the melodic line. The
final movement, “Sea Nocturne,” reprises the Sea Theme over a lush and clearly diatonic accompaniment
centered around B.
125
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Movement I: Andante cantabile
Minor triads, whether explicit or implied, appear sparingly within Cadenza I’s
harmonic language and are usually fleeting in nature. In one instance, however, a
lingering progression traverses through both A minor and E minor chords (see Example
4-7a). This passage from Cadenza I foreshadows the melancholy mood of the Andante
cantabile that follows. Distinguished by a meno mosso marking and a subito drop in
dynamic level, the passage shifts suddenly but briefly into a more mournful style of
lyricism. That the expectant chord with F# resolves to E minor, only then to descend
down to D, conveys a sense of setback following a surge of hope.
Example 4-7a: In Cadenza I, minor chords combine with rhythmic motives A
(circled) and B (in rectangle).

Example 4-7b: Rhythmic motives A and B, pitch content removed.

The rhythms indicated by the circle and rectangle in Example 4-7a—and
illustrated more simply in Example 4-7b—become the core rhythmic motives of the
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Andante cantabile first movement126 and function as important structural building blocks.
In the first movement, Vasks juxtaposes these previously unmeasured rhythms with a ¾
time signature. Like a familiar refrain, these motives appear with regularity in the cello
solo, from the melody’s very first unfolding at the beginning of the movement (see
Example 4-8).

Example 4-8: Rhythmic motives A and B in the opening cello line of the first
movement.

At the movement’s outset, rhythmic motives A and B occur mostly isolated from
one another, as important punctuations within a long musical line with other supporting
material. However, as the musical line gathers intensity and heads towards a resounding
climax, the two rhythmic motives occur four times next to one another in succession, as
shown in Example 4-9. The cello’s arrival at Rehearsal 5 is the movement’s structural
high point. The note A5 is the apex thus far in the movement, a culmination of gradual
ascent that began from the soloist’s first entrance. Dynamics reach their highest level at
Rehearsal 5, while suspensions in the orchestra and contrary motion between solo cello
and second violin enrich the robust texture. Following Rehearsal 5, the orchestra embarks
on its first interlude without the soloist.

126

The score indicates the start of the first movement at the Andante cantabile tempo marking,
directly following Cadenza I.
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Example 4-9: Rhythmic motives A and B in succession, with suspensions,
contrary motion, registral ascent, and crescendo.

Rhythmic motives A and B incorporate and repurpose elements of an older
musical style. These motives are familiar rhythms from the baroque Sarabande. Rhythmic
Motive A—with its lingering emphasis on the second beat—is perhaps the Sarabande’s
most archetypal rhythm, and often opens appears in the dance’s first bar, as shown in
Example 4-10.127 Rhythmic Motive B serves as a counterweight to A, hiding the second
beat altogether.
Example 4-10: Sarabande by Pierre DuPont.

127

Herbert Myers, Le Ballet des Fâcheux: Beauchamp’s Music for Molière’s Comedy
(Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1991), 22.
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Although Rhythmic Motives A and B evoke a connection with a centuries-old
dance form, they lose their baroque lilt and articulation inside Vasks’s lush and hyperlyrical concerto movement. Its overall form makes the shape of a wave crest, beginning
calmly, gathering force, reaching a climatic apotheosis, and receding back from where it
came. Every moment of the Andante cantabile is filled with sound and sustenance; there
are no collective rests or breaks in sound. The movement lacks a clearly defined main
theme. While its main rhythmic motives recur with regularity, the only conspicuous
incidence of both repeated pitch and rhythmic content is at the very end (see Example 412). The impression of a musical theme differs from a well-defined theme—say, from a
nineteenth-century composer—that can be excised, analyzed, and traced throughout a
movement. Here, Vasks creates a distinctive atmosphere in which thematic material
develops in a stream-of-consciousness style. The fluid motion of the solo cello line
continues from its opening until the orchestral interlude midway, as one massive phrase
without real moments for repose. Points that could be considered cadential arrivals are
clouded by delayed or incomplete resolutions, and by the spinning out of more thematic
material in one of the voices. All of the movement’s melodic lines share some common
elements, embodied through recurring rhythmic permutations, familiar contours and
shapes, and recurring (though non-sequential) harmonic sonorities that weave in and out
of the sonic space. Coupled with the unceasing, drawn-out feeling of the melodic line,
these aspects evoke the Fortspinning technique of baroque composition, in which a short
phrase or motive generates the continuation of musical material.128

128

William Drabkin, “Fortspinnung,” Oxford Music Online, accessed May 26, 2018,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.10024.
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The first movement is squarely rooted in diatonicism, centered around the note A,
and recalls Vasks’s Cantabile for String Orchestra (1979), in which he also confines all
pitches to the white keys of the piano. The strict diatonicism allows “characteristic,
unadulterated sound waves to unfold,” writes Dieter Senghass, who further suggests that
Vasks harnessed the lyricism and diatonicism of the Cantabile to convey “how beautiful
the world is—or could be.”129
The movement’s entire pitch content draws exclusively from the A Aeolian scale.
The triadic harmonic motion that underlies the long melodic lines, however, does not
function with the kind of hierarchy found in common-practice tonality. (The absence of
G#, for example, negates the existence of a functional V chord.) Harmonies shift largely
by stepwise motion in one of the voices, or by the sustaining of a common tone. This
fluid motion connects harmonies in a seamless way, and includes the infusion of
occasional major triads into a mostly minor landscape. Passing tones, suspensions, and
nonchord tones continuously infiltrate this landscape, lending harmonic ambiguity and a
sense of unresolvedness. The passage at Example 4-11, which appears near the beginning
of the movement, illustrates the kaleidoscopic nature of the harmonic movement.

Example 4-11: Basic harmonic analysis with passing tones and nonchord
tones circled.

129

Senghass, “Werden Nacht und Stürme Licht?,” 397.
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The presence of dissonant nonchord tones in the orchestra increases in frequency
as the movement intensifies. This typifies a pervasive tenet in Vasks’s writing—that
dissonance, volume, intensity, and elevated register operate in tandem to represent the
disordered side of a conflicted chaos-tranquility dichotomy.
The first movement ends with an extended coda that recalls the calm with which it
began. Yet this time, the cello’s long line does not gather force or escalate tension.
Instead, it plunges into the low register of the instrument, traversing over an open C, the
cello’s lowest pitch, before ascending up to a critical A5, the note that previously served
as a climactic arrival. This final A5, played pianissimo, provides a connection to that
previous musical uprising, but now conveys a sense of closure. As the cello sustains that
pitch and softens, the bass slides down to an A four octaves below. The music evanesces.
The end of the movement is also set apart from the rest by the presence of
repeated material in the cello line. For the very first time, melodic fragments occur in
exact repetition, simply set octaves apart. After journeying through the movement’s long
succession of melodic lines, each unique and seemingly never ending, the repetition of a
motive is aurally significant. Its metric regularity signals the close of the movement.
Example 4-12 shows the repeated motive appearing three times at different octaves. As
the solo cello ascends, the orchestra descends.
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Example 4-12: Repetition of two-bar fragment at three different octaves.

Movement II: Allegro marcato–Presto–Andante–Tempo I–Presto–Cadenza–Tempo I–
Andante–Tempo I–Presto–Tempo I
The concerto’s second movement is the work’s longest and most varied. Its
centerpiece is a solo cadenza, placed symmetrically between five subsections on either
side. Tempo indications in the score identify these distinct sections. Each one contains
distinguishing motives or unique formal features that recur upon later return of a section.
For example, all of the sections marked Allegro marcato (or Tempo I) contain the same
basic thematic material, the second Andante section is a reprise of the first, and so on.
The chart in Example 4-13 lays out the movement’s structure.
Of the three alternating sections, the Allegro marcato recurs the most often, and
opens and closes the movement. Its driving, aggressive character is a clear counterpart to
the concerto’s lyrical outer movements. It is the most thematically developed section
within the second movement, with a clear Theme A that appears at four pitch levels. (I
designate these four versions of the theme as A, A1, A2, and A3.) Example 4-14 illustrates
the first statement of Theme A, from the solo cello line in bar 18.
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Example 4-13: Second movement’s symmetrical structure.

Example 4-14: First statement of Theme A.

All versions of the theme are comprised almost exclusively of notes from an
octatonic collection. Themes A, A1, and A3 present the OCT1,2 collection, while Theme
A2 takes shape in the OCT2,3 collection. In Example 4-14, all pitches except for two
inconsequential passing tones, marked PT, are part of the OCT1,2 collection.
Vasks utilizes the minor-mode quality of this particular octatonic scale’s first four
notes (D-E-F-G) to create centricity around a tonic-like note. In Example 4-14, that
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implied tonic is D. Although F appears on more downbeats than D, D’s near-constant
presence and its lowest position in the opening F-D-E-D melodic motive verify its centric
position.
The second movement’s opening—an introduction leading into Theme A—lends
further credence to D as the centric pitch through simple repetition. A hammered-out,
repeated D gradually ascends to an F, retreats back to D for more repetition, ascends
higher to Ab, and eventually launches into Theme A. Example 4-15 illustrates.

Example 4-15: Centricity through repetition on D.

Subsequent thematic statements A1, A2, and A3 introduce other implied tonal
centers on B, A, and F. These statements are transpositions of Theme A, with slight
variance in their exactness. They also contain a minor third as part of the opening
melodic motive, highlighting the minor-mode fragment of the octatonic scale. Example
4-16 details each statement’s opening.
Each thematic statement draws its opening pitch content from a tetrachord taken
from an octatonic collection. Example 4-17 illustrates these melodic building blocks. The
circled note names are centric pitches in each statement, and the dotted bracket shows the
remaining tetrachord in the collection that Vasks did not use to build a thematic
statement.
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Example 4-16: Themes A1, A2, and A3.

Example 4-17: Melodic tetrachords (bracketed) correspond to respective thematic
statements.

During the movement’s series of Allegro marcato sections, the cycling thematic
statements stand out clearly, like a recurring fugue subject in the midst of imitative,
developmental material. Although each thematic statement’s starting pitch, centric tone,
and exact melodic contour may differ, their intervallic likeness and rhythmic
distinctiveness unify them. Example 4-18 offers an overview of all thematic statements
that appear in Allegro marcato sections.
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Example 4-18: Chart detailing appearances of thematic statements A, A1, A2, and
A3, their respective pitch collections, and features related to centricity and
melody–bassline interaction.

Although the orchestra does not state a theme, it provides relentless rhythmic
energy and offers commentary on the cello’s material using the same harmonic language.
The orchestral parts mirror the cello’s octatonic collection in real time, apart from a
couple of modulatory areas where the orchestra pivots first to a new octatonic collection.
The orchestra imitates motives and gestures from the cello’s thematic material, as shown
in Example 4-19. The stars indicate a recurring rhythmic motive taken from the theme:
three eighth notes, with the last two slurred. The circles represent other points of
rhythmic imitation. The viola duplet in bar 35 imitates the cello’s circled pitch sequence
as well, transposed up a minor third. This passage is a typical example of the orchestra’s
function in the movement’s Allegro marcato segments.
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Example 4-19: Motivic imitation in the orchestra.

Tone clusters130 dominate the sonic landscape in the orchestra. The constant
presence of shifting dissonances creates a sense of instability and highlights the clusters’
ambiguity. Is one pitch more important than the others? Can individual pitches be
perceived when presented as clusters in a rapid tempo? This dense harmonic tapestry,
which defines all Allegro marcato sections, stands in contrast to the fluid triadic
harmonies of the alternating Andante sections.
One recurring cluster is the D-E-F trichord, which also appears transposed as FG-Ab, or A-B-C. These same pitches function melodically as opening notes to theme
statements in the cello; as clusters in the orchestra, they convey vertical representations of

130

Chords that contain three or more adjacent pitch classes separated by half or whole steps.
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themes, unifying themes with supporting material. Example 4-20 shows a selection of
accompanimental tone clusters that relate to thematic pitch content.

Example 4-20: Tone clusters D-E-F, A-B-C, and F-G-Ab in an orchestral
reduction. These same pitches, reordered and arranged melodically, also
open themes A, A2, and A3.

Major and minor seconds, which in a sense are partial tone clusters, are pervasive
in the movement’s three Presto sections, brief but explosive orchestral bridge segments
that follow a buildup in the preceding Allegro marcato. The treble voices play major and
minor seconds exclusively; the bass voices feature the pitches D, F, and G#, reinforcing
the octatonic collections at play in the Allegro marcato and its centricity on D. The meter
shifts from a 2/4 meter to an additive 3/4 – 2/4 – 4/4 meter during the Presto segments.
With the bass setting all downbeats with an accent, the music lurches between the meters
as if caught in a crazed, off-kilter waltz.
The bass and cello lines in the orchestra play an important supporting role in
creating tonal centricity through repetition. Moving largely in octaves throughout the
Allegro marcato sections, the bassline131 pulls nearly all of its pitch content from the
governing octatonic collection. Crucially, its irregular pattern continually cycles back to
D while statements of Theme A are underway in the solo line. Of the five statements of

131

I use the term “bassline” here to signify both double bass and cello parts because they move in
octaves and share the same function.
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Theme A, four begin with D as a downbeat in the bass, complementing the D-centric
melody of the theme. Some statements of Themes A1 and A3 include the presence of D in
the bass, but it is less dominant (one instance of Theme A3 features a brief bass line cycle
around F.). A statement of Theme A2 includes a short bass line cycle around F#.
The bassline rhythm is irregular, with rests sometimes appearing on main beats.
The unpredictability from the lowest register adds to the instability created by the tone
clusters in the treble range of the orchestra. Example 4-21 illustrates the bassline during
the fourth appearance of Theme A. D appears on five downbeats.

Example 4-21: D-centric bass line during a statement of Theme A, mm. 270-279.

The bassline’s contour often highlights the tritone—either by direct leap, or by
stepwise ascent. Example 4-22 shows a bassline from early in the movement. The line
moves incessantly between D and Ab, as if trapped between these two notes. The Ds
appear in circles and the Abs (or G#s) appear in rectangles.
Example 4-22: Moving bassline highlights D and Ab, a melodic tritone, mm. 3141.

One distinguishing characteristic of the octatonic scale is that its fifth scale degree
is a semitone lower than that same scale degree in a major or minor scale. That is, the
interval between first and fifth scale degrees in an octatonic scale is a tritone; between the
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analogous scale degrees in a major or minor scale, the interval is a perfect fifth. The
Model B ordering of the octatonic scale (discussed later in this chapter) highlights this
divergence because its first four notes replicate the beginning of a minor scale and then
deviate from the familiar diatonic pattern. The tritone and the perfect fifth define the
dichotomous Allegro marcato and Andante sections of the concerto’s second movement.
Vasks litters the octatonic Allegro marcato sections with both melodic and harmonic
tritones, while setting the Andante sections in a triadic system with perfect fifths. The
Andante sections begin clearly in the A Aeolian mode, but moving triadic harmonies
soon incorporate notes from outside of this collection.
In one transition between sections, Vasks combines features from both Aeolian
and octatonic collections to signal a return to Allegro marcato. The first-violin line that
opens the new Allegro marcato suggests A Aeolian, the mode of the Andante. It ascends
steadily through an A Aeolian scale, but rather than reaching the final and expected A, it
instead arrives decisively on Ab—a pitch that belongs not to A Aeolian, but instead to
both the OCT1,2 and OCT2,3, collections that define the Allegro marcato. (See Example 423a for a diagram of these collections and their common tones.) This Ab signals an
unprepared modulation to OCT2,3, a mode that clearly establishes itself three bars later in
a statement of Theme A2. Underneath the violin’s scalar ascent, other voices provide
harmonic support, outlining triadic harmonies with non-chord tones as well as five
tritones. The final tritone occurs on the pivot note Ab, with a D sounding below in the
second violin and viola. Example 4-23b illustrates this hybrid transition material that
begins the Tempo I at bar 163. Labels denote the ascent in the first violin, embedded
tritones (TT), and the use of a common tone to connect the last and highest note of the
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Andante to the first note of Allegro marcato. The passage also features full or partial tone
clusters132 in each of its nine measures.

Example 4-23a: OCT2,3, A Aeolian, and OCT1,2 collections, with common tones
identified.

Example 4-23b: Hybrid transition material recalls A Aeolian and pivots to
OCT2,3, amid pervasive tone clusters and tritones.

132

So designated because of their recurring role in the movement, full clusters denote a chord of
three or more pitch classes separated by half or whole steps; partial clusters denote a pair of such notes.
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The counterpart to the aggressive Allegro marcato—with its impenetrable clusters
of notes, octatonicism, and tritones—is the fluid Andante, which appears twice, on either
side of the center cadenza (see Example 4-13). It shares both its opening mode—A
Aeolian—and its elegiac character with the concerto’s first movement, Andante
cantabile. Yet its inclusion of triads outside of the A Aeolian mode lend it a more
complex hue. Its constantly shifting meter—a feature not shared by the first movement—
reinforces the horizontally oriented, unwavering lyricism in the solo cello line.
Vasks uses triads as the basis for creating harmonic motion, but the triads do not
follow the conventional rules of tonal-functional common-practice harmony. While
triadic sonorities evoke an association with music of the 17th and 18th centuries, their
meandering progression through both diatonic and non-diatonic harmonies creates
surprise, color, and a sense of unfolding in real time. To achieve this, Vasks connects
otherwise non-sequential triads through means such as common tones, passing tones,
suspensions, and parsimonious voice leading.
Example 4-24 shows an example of harmonic changes bridged by a common
tone. In sparse, two-voice writing, the Eb in the solo cello sustains through the bassline’s
ascending A, B, and C. The B appears to be an interval of resolution (perhaps an
incomplete B major triad), until C offers a more final resting point and an implied C
minor chord. The Eb’s early arrival anticipates the change in harmony that follows.
Similarly, the solo cello’s A in the example’s penultimate bar belongs to the chord that
immediately follows. Measures 138-140 feature exclusive stepwise motion in both
voices. The fluid motion displayed here suggests that melody drives harmony: It takes the
lead, and harmony forms in its wake.
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Example 4-24: Circled melody notes anticipate changes in harmony.

In the second movement’s second and final Andante section, passing and neighbor
tones continue to create a kaleidoscopic web of moving voices. Ephemeral triads emerge
and disappear continually from the web, their pure sound alternating seamlessly with less
consonant chords. Example 4-25 illustrates the fluidity with which the triads weave in
and out. Rings around notes demarcate composite triads and their inversions.
The concerto’s second cadenza emerges without break from a Presto bridge
section. The thickly voiced partial tone clusters of the Presto give way to a single, fullthroated and sustained G5 in the cello’s upper register. Like a traditional concerto
cadenza, this one also reflects on the musical events that have transpired thus far in the
work. It does not, however, reiterate actual themes from earlier movements, and instead
offers more abstract, symbolic commentary through the use of familiar harmonic
collections and intervals. Viewed globally, the entire cadenza is a struggle between
modes: G Aeolian versus the octatonic (and, to a lesser extent, chromatic) collections.
This same dichotomy forms the harmonic foundation of the surrounding second
movement, which alternates between A Aeolian and the octatonic.
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Example 4-25: Triads form and disappear in a web of moving voices.

The second cadenza features four distinct modes in play: G Aeolian, OCT2,3,
OCT1,2, and chromatic or hybrid passages, which combine semitone movement with
fragments of OCT2,3, OCT1,2, or G Aeolian, and serve to intensify the musical narrative.
Example 4-26 details such a passage. The labeled pitches above the staff highlight the
unfolding chromatic scale in the highest voice. The brackets in the middle of the staff
show (013) subsets of OCT1,2 in the top voice. Vasks draws attention to these subsets by
reiterating the trichord members in both upward and downward directions before
ascending to the next subset. Over four subsets, he exhausts all notes in OCT1,2 while
simultaneously building a chromatic scale up to a final Bb5.
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Example 4-26: Chromatic scale with embedded octatonic subsets.

The second cadenza’s opening melodic motive is unique to the cadenza and does
not appear elsewhere in the concerto. Pared down, it is a simple falling, rising, and falling
motion from G5 to E5, up to A5, the highest point, and then back down to G5. Its
harmonic context suggests G Aeolian, with E n acting as a non-chord tone. The motive
appears four times in the cadenza, and the final iteration—the only recurrence situated at
the same octave level as the first statement—functions as a kind of recapitulation. A
Meno mosso marking highlights the motive’s final return, following extensive
developmental passagework. This motivic statement then transitions abruptly into new,
coda-like material that leads out of the cadenza and into a new Tempo I (Allegro
marcato) section. The final note of the second cadenza is its highest pitch, just as the first
cadenza’s final pitch was its highest. Both cadenzas share the feature of upwards ascent
as an intensifying force in the unfolding of musical material.
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Example 4-27 examines the four statements of the motive. The middle two
statements do not fully resolve down to G; an A sounds together with the final G.
Although no statement is exactly alike, these refrains nevertheless provide the cadenza
with cohesion. The motive also establishes the cadenza’s intensive, striving character. Its
upwards contour to A suggests an almost physically palpable reach towards the sky, only
to be set back by a descent to G.

Example 4-27: Four recurrences of the second cadenza’s opening motive.

From an analytical perspective, the concerto’s second movement is a case study in
octatonic–diatonic interaction,133 and is the only movement in which octatonicism plays a
dominating role. Vasks utilizes the versatility of the octatonic collections in some of the
same ways as early adherents such as Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov and Igor Stravinsky. The
discussion below explores the structural qualities of the collections, provides a brief
glimpse into octatonicism’s symbolism in the music of Rimsky-Korsakov and Stravinsky,

133

In The Music of Igor Stravinsky, Pieter van den Toorn defines this as the interaction or
interpenetration of these two distinct collections of reference.
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and establishes how Vasks’s use of octatonicism both aligns with and differs from those
composers’ forays with it roughly a century earlier.
“The octatonic scale emerged preeminent [above other symmetrical divisions of
the octave, like the whole-tone scale] because it could interact with traditional
diatonicism in so many ways,” writes Richard Taruskin.134 Indeed, when taking both
possible ordering systems into account,135 at each of its four nodal points (0369) the
collection yields major and minor triads, diminished triads, and three types of seventh
chords. The unfolding of triads on (0369) happens, for instance, in Rimsky-Korsakov’s
opera Sadko and continued with Stravinsky’s Firebird and Petrushka, in which
Stravinsky famously put his own mark on octave partitioning at the tritone by iterating
simultaneous major triads whose roots were a tritone apart.
Van den Toorn classifies the two possible ordering systems of the octatonic
collection as Model A, beginning with a semitone, ordered 0134679t, and Model B,
beginning with a whole step, ordered 0235689e. Model A contains a perfect fifth on
nodes (0369) as well as minor and major triads and the dominant-seventh chord. For
these reasons, Model A is capable of implicating tonal effect in octatonic “progressions”
as well as chromatic tendency-tone inflection.136 It is useful harmonically, whereas
Model B—with its opening [0235] tetrachord, just like the Dorian or Aeolian modes—
tends to be melodically oriented. Its tetrachordal partitions can function seamlessly in
both octatonic and diatonic collections.
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Richard Taruskin, Stravinsky and the Russian Traditions (Oxford: Oxford University Press,

1996), 272.
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Tone-semitone and semitone-tone.
Pieter van den Toorn, The Music of Igor Stravinsky (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1983),

329.
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Vasks chooses the Model B ordering of the octatonic collection to construct his
themes in the concerto’s second movement. He utilizes the diatonically adaptable [0235]
tetrachord to create centricity in themes A, A1, A2, and A3. In both the concerto and
Grāmata Čellam, he uses the octatonic collection’s four-point symmetry to organize
themes and implied tonal centers. (In the concerto he achieves this only partially, with D
serving as the primary center, and F, A (rather than G#), and B as intermediary centers.)
The ubiquity of the [0235] tetrachord during thematic material unifies it intensely,
enabling subsequent statements of themes to be recognizable even if they are not exact
transpositions or repetitions.
In the preceding analysis of the concerto’s second movement, I classified the
octatonic collections in use not by model type, but instead by the pitch classes that are
contained. Model type implies a hierarchical ordering, involves a centric pitch, and shows
that an ascending octatonic scale may begin either with a semitone or whole step. This
two-way referential classification is not to be confused with the three possible octatonic
collections that exist in pitch class space: OCT0,1, which includes pitch classes 0134679t;
OCT1,2, which includes pitch classes 124578te; and OCT2, 3, which includes pitch classes
235689e0.137 This latter classification system simply identifies the inclusive pitch classes
in a given octatonic set. Any collection of octatonic pitches can adhere to either a Model
A or B ordering, or to neither, if no hierarchy is perceptible. In the case of Vasks and the
concerto’s second movement, there are two discrete collections in play (OCT1, 2 and OCT
2,3),

and the unfolding of melodic material within these collections clearly corresponds to

a Model B ordering.
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Joseph Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, Fourth Edition (New York: W.W. Norton
and Company, 2016), 249-250.
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Like Stravinsky, who “raised the octatonic collection structurally to the level of a
key,”138 Vasks also created a hierarchy of pitches with a primary tonal center. His
secondary tonal centers are stable and clearly defined through shared thematic material,
much like a sonata’s second theme appearing in dominant and tonic keys. In both cases,
the primary centric pitch beckons a return. Foreign collections—like the chromatic scale
passages in Tempo I sections—signal a departure from the familiar, yet the structure
established by centric octatonicism allows for referential integrity to remain intact.
Taruskin posits that the [0235] tetrachord is Stravinsky’s “familiar modal
tetrachord of Russian folklore,” because it is endemic to both diatonic and octatonic
scales. In fact, both Stravinsky and Rimsky-Korsakov associated octatonic (or sometimes
whole-tone) passages with the magical, supernatural, exotic, or evil. By contrast, diatonic
music, with its fifth relations, symbolized the real or human world. The interaction or
synthesis of these two harmonic systems created dramatic effectiveness and conveyed
meaning. For example, in Rimsky-Korsakov’s The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh
and the Maiden Fevroniya, F major is the tonality that represents the fabled city and its
citizens. Boris Asafiev139 believes its stable, almost static sound offered a beacon of hope,
and suggests that “the entire score gravitates toward light and the pastoral tonality of F
major.… The action is drawn to the radiant F major of the last iconically built scene….”
Indeed, the dramatic progress towards the opera’s miracle and apotheosis is marked by
increased modulations to this tonality. In contrast, several octatonic passages in the opera
are connected to the invading Tatar-Mongols. In one pivotal moment of the opera, a
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Taruskin, 737.
Cited in Simon Morrison, Russian Opera and the Symbolist Movement (Berkeley and Los
Angeles: University of California Press, 2002), 160.
139
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descending octatonic passage centers around the pitch F rather than its established center
on A. Both the action of the scene—the fleeing Tatar-Mongols—and the music’s
adaptation of octatonic content into a diatonic context represent the Kitezh citizens’
victory over the Tatar-Mongols.140
Example 4-28 details the leading line at Rehearsal 246, from Act III of the opera,
played by bassoons, cellos, basses, and, from the ninth bar, trombones and tuba. The
passage consists entirely of pitches from the OCT2, 3 collection, apart from the four
asterisked pitches. The centric pitch is F, with B—a tritone relation—as a secondary pole.
The strong metric placement of these centric notes on downbeats, coupled with accents
and strong dynamics, further emphasizes their importance. All downbeats, in fact, consist
of pitches from the four symmetric nodes of the OCT2,3 collection (0369)—a
characteristic of octatonicism that Vasks also utilized in the formation of his Allegro
marcato themes.
Example 4-28: Rimsky-Korsakov links octatonicism with the Tatar-Mongols in
his The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the Maiden Fevroniya.
This passage is comprised of notes from the OCT2,3 collection and is
centered around F, a synthesis that combines the octatonic element with
the symbolic key of Kitezh and its citizens.

140

Ibid., 161.
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While Rimsky-Korsakov and Stravinsky found symbolic ways to intersperse
octatonicism with diatonicism, Vasks largely chose to keep the two systems distinct and
segregated by section, while still maintaining symbolic associations. In the concerto he
achieves this by ascribing each system a particular set of characteristics. Large diatonic
sections are demarcated from octatonic ones by an abrupt change in tempo, dynamics,
orchestration, and rhythm. All octatonic passages are fast, driving, and loud, while
diatonic passages are calm, quiet, and slower. A modified Example 4-13, below,
illustrates the overall form of the second movement and indicates that all Andante
sections are diatonic, the Allegro marcato and Tempo I sections are octatonic, and the
brief Presto sections mix octatonicism with chromaticism.

Example 4-13, modified: Movement II formal structure with corresponding
harmonic systems
Allegro marcato

octatonic

Presto

octatonic-chromatic

Andante

diatonic

Tempo I (Allegro marcato)

octatonic

Presto

octatonic-chromatic

CADENZA

octatonic-diatonic-chromatic

Tempo I (Allegro marcato)

octatonic

Andante

diatonic

Tempo I (Allegro marcato)

octatonic

Presto

octatonic-chromatic

Tempo I (Allegro marcato)

octatonic
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The concerto’s Cadenza I and first movement are exclusively diatonic, and the
third movement is triadic. The one exception to the “separation” rule is in Cadenza II,
where octatonicism interacts directly with the G Aeolian mode. This interplay occurs in
the symmetrical heart of the work—Cadenza II is positioned not only in the central
movement of the work, but also in the center of the second movement, with five
subsections on either side of it (see Example 4-13.)
Perhaps a final way Vasks merges octatonicism with diatonicism is his
predilection for the [0235] tetrachord in building octatonic thematic material. This
tetrachord inherently shares its sound with the Aeolian and Dorian modes—both of these
scales and the Model B octatonic scale begin with the same tone-semitone-tone ascent.
(The Dorian scale, in fact, is made up of two [0235] tetrachords placed a whole step
apart.) This familiar melodic tetrachord enables Allegro marcato’s themes to recall
diatonic music within a squarely octatonic framework. Example 4-17, modified below,
illustrates the embedded tetrachords that form the movement’s themes.

Example 4-17, modified: Melodic [0235] tetrachords (bracketed) correspond to
respective thematic statements.
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Vasks uses another tetrachord from the octatonic collection to build melodic
material in the Grāmata Čellam, the [0134] set. In both cases—the [0134] in Gramata
Čellam and the [0235] in the concerto—Vasks permeates melodic material with the
respective tetrachord’s intervallic content, repeating the pattern from different starting
pitches. The melodic material epitomizes the sound of the tetrachord. In both instances,
Vasks creates a minor-mode sound within an octatonic framework. As examined in the
concerto discussion above, the first four notes of the Model B octatonic scale pattern
align with the [0235] tetrachord. Absent other harmonic context, the successive pitches
could be heard as the opening notes of an Aeolian (i.e., natural minor) or Dorian scale.
The intervallic sequence of the [0134] tetrachord conveys the Model A ordering of the
octatonic scale, with its semitone-tone-semitone opening. This same intervallic sequence
makes up 7, 1, 2, and 3 in the harmonic and melodic minor scales (see Examples 3-9 and
3-10 in Chapter 3.) These scale degrees form a common thread between the two
harmonic systems, enabling Vasks to imbue octatonicism with a minor-mode sound.

Movement III: Adagio
The concerto’s third movement, Adagio, serves as a counterbalance to the first,
Andante cantabile, and shares a common trajectory: Both movements begin intimately
and mournfully, and ascend with increasing zeal into the upper heights of the cello’s
range. The Adagio, however, is longer and more varied than its earlier counterpart. To
establish its elegiac quality, Vasks uses a lament bass141 near the movement’s opening.

141

Lament bass refers to a descending bass line that merged with the cyclic harmonic progressions
of the chacona dance during the era of early Baroque opera. It became associated with mournful subject
matter, as in Monteverdi’s aria Lamento della Ninfa or Purcell’s When I am laid in earth. “There are two
classic bass lines of lament, one proceeding down the steps of the minor scale and the other down the steps
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(This bassline progression is an isolated entity and does not repeat ad libitum in the style
of a baroque-era lament bass.) The progression returns once, transposed, at the start of the
coda, and fragments of a descending bass line appear elsewhere in the movement.
Example 4-29a examines the first occurrence of the descending bass, and 4-29b
condenses the excerpt into a simplified harmonic reduction.

Example 4-29a: Descending bass line with labeled harmonies.

Example 4-29b: Harmonic reduction.

Vasks augments the melancholy character of the movement with expressive
suspensions and releases, which often appear in succession. Diminished sonorities also
play a prominent role in harmonic progressions, with the half-diminished seventh chord
playing a crucial role in the buildup to the movement’s climax. The half-diminished

of the chromatic scale (Ross 2004).” The passage from Vasks’s work is not an exact replication of either—
but by virtue of the four-note descent and its melancholy setting, it warrants a comparison.
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seventh chord first begins to intensify the musical direction at Rehearsal 9. Its
characteristic sound—as voiced and contextualized by Vasks—is laden with expectancy
for resolution, which never fully arrives. As the chord weaves in and out of the harmonic
texture, increasingly establishing the F# half-diminished seventh as the predominant
chord, it takes on an ecstatic, surging quality. Example 4-30 provides a large section of
this buildup, with harmonies labeled and half diminished chords circled. The solo cello
and violin lines support one another and compete in the same register throughout, apart
from the cello’s one reset into the bass clef at bar 116.
The third movement’s climax, marked Maestoso at Rehearsal 14, seizes the F#
half-diminished seventh, adds a D pedal point in the bass, and sustains this harmony for a
full seventeen bars, amid a thickly voiced, rhythmically unified melody in the violin,
viola, and orchestral cello parts. The eighteenth bar resolves to a five-note chord that
contains the pitches C-D-E-G-A, the (02479) pentatonic collection. The D is confined to
the bass, leaving the treble voices to cover the remaining pitches—notably, pitches that
constitute a composite of both the C major and A minor triads.
The concerto’s opening cadenza also revels in ambiguity between C and A as
centric pitches in its diatonic setting. Symbolically, its first pitch (C3) and final pitch
(A5) sustain that indistinctness moving forward into the subsequent movement. An even
more consequential link between the opening cadenza and the Adagio is the role of F#. In
the cadenza, F# constituted an element of expectancy—a pitch in need of a resolution—
and signaled the presence of the C Lydian (or A Dorian) mode (see Example 4-4.)
Example 4-30, from the third movement, proves that the F# seed, planted early on, has
grown into something of the utmost significance. Now supported by the orchestra and an
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underlying half-diminished seventh chord, the pitch F# drives to a climax at Rehearsal 14.
Its resounding, sustained presence is an answer to the cadenza’s recurring interrogative
gestures shown in Example 4-6. The very F# that ended those questioning gestures
returns to form the answer.

Example 4-30: Half-diminished seventh chords in a musical buildup.
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The fluidity between major and minor triads sharing common tones is a
characteristic feature not only in the Adagio and opening cadenza, but also in the second
movement’s Andante sections. Vasks uses the ease of movement between the triads to
blur the distinction between major and minor. Triads may be actual relative major or
minor chords, as in the case of C major and A minor, or transform through an Lrelationship, whereby the third of a major triad becomes the root of a minor triad, and
vice versa. To move between chords, one voice moves by one semitone.142 Examples 431a and 4-31b detail the latter of these two varieties, in passages from the second and
third movements. In both examples, forward harmonic motion becomes caught between
the two oscillating triads, with passing and neighbor tones lending a meandering quality.
On certain beats, like in bar 307 of Example 4-31a, the composite pitches of both triads
sound simultaneously, obscuring any distinction between the two.

Example 4-31a: Fluidity between major and minor triads in an L-relationship,
second movement, mm. 304–310.

142

Straus, Introduction to Post-Tonal Theory, 188-189.
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Example 4-31b: Fluidity between major and minor triads in an L-relationship,
third movement, mm. 6–10.

As the end of the third movement nears, however, harmonic changes become
clear and homophonic. At Rehearsal 19, marked calmo, one chord sounds per bar in the
orchestra, with successive triad roots cycling upwards on B, D, F, and G#.143 These four
pitches are significant because they recall the equal division of the OCT1, 2 scale in the
second movement, and three of them served as centric pitches in that movement’s
thematic unfolding. These root position minor triads support a rising melodic line in the
solo cello that emphasizes the leading tone and tonic of each successive harmony.
Framed within octatonicism, this melodic line emphasizes the [0134] tetrachord that
begins the Model A scale pattern (see page 98). Vasks’s melodic content in the first
theme of Gramata Čellam is based on the same parsing of octatonic scale (Examples 3-9
and 3-10), but lacks the explicit harmonic underpinning provided here. Example 4-32
details this upwards cycle, as well as a partial descent cycle on first-inversion major
triads a few bars later. By the time the major triads appear, the cello melody has shifted
from a singable melody to a free, falling gesture that mirrors the descending triads.

143

This is a complete 3-cycle progression, named as such because the triad roots are set apart from
one another by the interval class 3 (Straus, 196).
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Example 4-32: Triads cycle upwards and downwards.

Directly following the passage in Example 4-32 is a 24-bar chorale, scored for the
cellist’s singing voice,144 his or her accompanying bassline, and a violin solo. The shift is
startling: The chorale’s rhythmic regularity, balanced phrase structure, functioning tonicdominant relationship, and homophonic changes of harmony, occurring every one or two
beats, counter all of the overt lushness and untamed gestures that transpired earlier in the
work. The pure, isolated timbre of the voice arrives as a surprise, yet Vasks prepares
listeners for its entrance with an extreme drop in dynamic level after the climactic and
sustained Maestoso section. The subsequent coda section of the third movement is quiet
and intimate, and at its close, the solo cello’s quavering sound dissipates into the upper
reaches of the instrument, in the same aleatoric gesture that concluded the Grāmata
Čellam. The chorale unfolds in D minor, and Vasks chooses a final element of surprise
for the orchestra’s last chord—a D major triad, voiced in the instruments’ lower ranges
and played ppp, so quietly that only the most receptive ears might be able to comprehend
its affirming message.
The preceding analysis of the concerto’s third movement emphasized the
importance of the half-diminished chord in intensifying the musical narrative. The half-
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As an alternative to singing, Vasks also writes out the voice line using fingered harmonics. In
this scenario, the accompanying bassline is to be played by the section’s principal cellist.
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diminished chord also provides a subtle link to the octatonicism that dominated large
parts of the second movement. Although the third movement does not utilize a complete
octatonic collection, any given collection contains four half-diminished seventh chords.
For example, the OCT0,1 collection contains [D#-F#-A-C#], [F#-A-C-E], [A-C-Eb-G], and
[C-Eb-Gb-Bb]. This sequence exhausts all eight unique pitch classes of the collection. The
successive roots of these four chords—[D#-F#-A-C]—spell a fully-diminished seventh
chord, and constitute the symmetrical nodes of the octatonic scale.
The remaining two octatonic collections likewise contain four half-diminished
seventh chords each, and the successive roots build different fully-diminished seventh
chords. (In the OCT1,2 collection, those roots comprise the pitches [C#-E-G-Bb], while in
the OCT2,3 collection, the pitches are [D-F-Ab-B].)145 Taken together, these three
diminished seventh chords exhaust all twelve pitch classes. The harmonic analysis of the
concerto’s third movement includes six unique half-diminished seventh chords that come
from all three octatonic collections. There are also eight unique diminished seventh triads
or seventh chords.
Vasks’s use of the half-diminished seventh chord in the third movement is
significant not only because it references a harmonic system found earlier in the work,
but also because the chord conveys an otherworldly sound in this particular context.
Within the movement’s harmonic palette, the chord’s distinctive sound stands out amid
major, minor, and diminished triads, and their respective seventh varieties. It maintains a
parallel relationship with the intensification of the musical line. The notes of the
pervasive F# half-diminished chord could also be rendered as an A-minor triad with an
145

The roots of these fully-diminished seventh chords— C#-E-G-Bb, D-F-Ab-B, and D#-F#-A-C—
are determined by musical context.
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added sixth, [A, C, E, F#]. As he did in earlier movements of the concerto—the pull
between C Lydian and A Dorian in the opening cadenza, or the minor-shaded
octatonicism of the second movement, for example—Vasks sets up yet another ambiguity
here. Are listeners to perceive the minor quality of the chord, or the half-diminished
quality? Might they even recall C Lydian?
As I mentioned previously, Stravinsky and Rimsky-Korsakov associated
octatonicism with exoticism. In a similar expression of symbolism, Olivier Messiaen
harnessed particular sonorities, including the half-diminished chord in the fifth movement
of his Quartet for the End of Time, to portray the idea of eternity. The movement features
an impenetrably slow, sustained cello solo supported by pulsing chords in the piano.
Paired with a descriptive title, Louange à l’Éternité de Jésus, the movement depicts the
transcendental notion of timelessness, which in turn implies a merging of present, past,
and future, and clearly, the absence of an end point. I posit that Messiaen’s and Vasks’s
choices of sets and chords embody the idea of merging planes in space-time.
Vasks, who structured his piano trio after Messiaen’s quartet, greatly admired
Messiaen. Comparing the Louange à l’Éternité de Jésus with Vasks’s Adagio movement,
the two composers diverge in their choices of musical texture and dominant sets, yet both
movements share an unmistakable likeness in contour, form, and atmosphere. More
importantly, both revel in the fluidity provided by different forms of seventh chords. For
example, the minor-seventh chord, found in the opening bars of both movements,
contains both a minor and a major triad. Depending on the chord’s voicing, the ear
comprehends each distinct triad as well as the whole four-note chord, much like the
uniting of the three spheres of time. As Vasks’s movement intensifies, the half-
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diminished chord propels the action; the climactic arrival at Rehearsal 14 (Example 4-30)
features the F# half-diminished chord over a D pedal that, given its voicing, might be
perceived as a D9 chord. Messiaen’s movement also utilizes the half diminished chord to
intensify the musical line. Like Vasks’s Adagio, the cello’s tessitura rises and the
dynamic level increases, propelling the line towards a climax. Messiaen, however,
chooses the [0248] and [0148] sets to deliver the movement’s climax. These sets are
sonically distinct because of their whole-tone content. The [0248] is drawn from the
whole-tone scale, and three of the four members of the [0148] set belong to the same
whole-tone collection. These sets (and related ones, like the [026] and [048]) permeate
the musical climax. Following this monumental arrival is a sudden drop in dynamic level
and a return to the movement’s first chord, an E-major triad with an added sixth. (The
pitches constitute a C# minor seventh chord, but E is clearly voiced as the root.) The
cello’s opening melody returns, establishing a total sense of continuity.
The half-diminished seventh chord (the [0258] set), the [0248] set, and the [0148]
set all contain embedded triads and create sonorities that are richer than the sum of their
parts. The half-diminished chord contains diminished and minor triads. The [0248]
contains an augmented triad, and the [0148] contains minor and augmented triads, or, if
inverted, major and augmented triads. A listener may perceive familiar intervals from
major and minor triads inside a soundscape dominated by these sets. The sets transcend
the earthly, human sound of major and minor into something ecstatic and otherworldly.
And they do so, persuasively: Vasks navigates the expressive dichotomy between the
earthly and the divine. The coda in this final movement leads to a closing three-voice
chorale in the minor mode, where the soloist sings the soprano line, or plays using
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artificial harmonics. The simplicity of functional diatonicism, paired with four-bar
phrases and a new timbre, delivers utter surprise at the close of the 34-minute work. Its
nostalgic familiarity suggests the idea of a distant memory, evoked unexpectedly, that
floats to the forefront of the mind.
Vasks spoke of divine inspiration as a means for understanding the possibility of
harmony on earth. Although his language sounds lofty or even naive, the sincerity of his
convictions and devotion to them as aesthetic principles lend them artistic credence. He
specifically names the chorale as a vehicle to express admiration for the beauty of the
created world.146 Considering the role of the diatonicism in the work as a whole, the
concerto classifies as a “work of contrast…where two forces simply confront one
another, but do not come into open conflict. On one side: perishability, the strengths of
evil, which threaten, eventually, to destroy everything. These stand against my
alternative: a way out, a path—to testify, to believe, to love.”147
If the chorale reflects beauty and hope, then its setting in a minor key clouds the
distinction between opposing attributes like happiness and sadness, reflecting the fluid
nature of emotional states. Vasks described his Symphony No. 1, Balsis (Voices), as
“Joy, yet in a minor key. I don’t know whether that is my own idiosyncrasy, or a
character trait of my people, who have lived so little in freedom.”148 This merging of
disparate emotions gives Vasks’s work exceptional depth, and reflects his own reality of
human experience. The third movement’s chorale—searching, hopeful, yet in the minor
mode—concludes unexpectedly on a D-major chord. Played ppp, the chord’s hushed
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optimism is a final act of restoration. Vasks’s forces of hope and trust have conquered the
chaos from earlier in the work.
Although Vasks’s subtitle of the concerto— Klātbūtne, or “Presence”—is far less
explicit than Louange à l’Éternité de Jésus, it suggests that the work was conceived with
a metaphysical dimension, and that some level of spiritual awareness should accompany
a hearing or performance of the work. As Ilona Būdiniece explored in her article,149
Vasks’s subtitles aim to clarify the emotional direction of a work. They also indicate a
tendency—as in the Romantic era—towards a more “philosophical orientation” or
“abstract spirituality.”150 The subtitle of Vasks’s violin concerto, “Distant Light,”
conveys a similar ontological subtext. Other subtitles are more concrete—for example,
his String Quartet no. 2, “ Summer Tunes,” or the Symphony No. 1 for String Orchestra,
“Voices.” All such examples embed meaning and message into Vasks’s music. But
instead of dictating programmatic content, as if the music could not exist without it, they
simply enhance the hearing of a score, evoking extramusical images broad enough to
vary from one listener’s mind to the next. They provide some small window into Vasks’s
creative process.
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CONCLUSION
In this dissertation I analyzed two of Vasks’s cello works—one early and one
recent—and placed them in stylistic context. I examined Vasks’s aesthetic pillars and
compositional building blocks, and connected these to two larger stylistic movements,
Baltic Minimalism and Neoromanticism. This is the first comprehensive analysis of
instrumental works by Vasks, and it has demonstrated the extensive role that expressive
dichotomies play in the composer’s choice of mode, harmony, and musical character. In
classifying and contextualizing works by Vasks, I found that mode—specifically, the
relationship between octatonicism and diatonicism—constitutes the most fundamental
descriptor of a work’s identity. Alongside this, movements exhibiting diatonicism or
triadicism may be further defined by the ways in which they express lyricism. In these
works, some of those techniques include references to older musical styles and religious
music, triadic relationships, dominant sets, motivic repetition, and melodic register.
Future research on Vasks could take a number of paths. Additional in-depth
analyses of works from different instrumental genres would complement the two I have
done from the cello repertoire and the four excellent analyses from Vasks’s choral oeuvre
by Anita Kupriss. Tracing and analyzing a specific genre over Vasks’s compositional
career would elucidate ways in which his style has evolved, particularly with regard to its
embrace of Neoromantic style. A comparison of instrumental and choral music might
unpack new aspects of Vasks’s compositional processes. Outside the immediate realm of
Vasks’s music, a comprehensive and chronological stylistic survey of Baltic Minimalism
in English would be an invaluable resource for other scholars.
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Another interesting path for future Vasks research would entail a deeper
examination of the collective philosophical orientation of his work. Vasks cites “music of
resistance” as an underlying subtext in some of his work.151 The rawness and unrelenting
character of Fortissimo (in Grāmata Čellam) and of the Allegro marcato sections (in the
concerto’s second movement) express a kind of outward, extroverted resistance. Vasks’s
particular set of circumstances as a composer in the last quarter of the twentieth century
in Latvia gave rise to this confrontational musical aesthetic that is both widely understood
and wholly unique. Yet “music of resistance” can assume another persona as well. In
defining the meaning of a “Baltic sound,”152 Lutz Lesle cites characteristics that together
have come to define a unique style shared by contemporary composers in Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia. In the building of a Gegenbild, or counter-image, to offset the
often bitter outside reality, Baltic composers share some similarities in compositional
technique, including the use of modal tonality, drones, parallel motion, and unhurried
changes in harmony. Such techniques define large parts of the Grāmata Čellam
(Pianissimo) and the concerto (its outer movements, plus the Andante segments of the
second movement). This kind of writing expresses the other symbolic absolute:
reconciliation, creation, and conformation to the natural order. Contemplating these
values through internalizing this music is in itself a form of resistance.
“Music of resistance” seeks a collective result, in that it endeavors to engender
unity and, in specific works, overt patriotism. Its goal is to unite listeners around an idea
or concept, by providing a space for individual and communal contemplation. It eschews
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mere intellectualism and “art for art’s sake.” Christian Schütte describes this aspect of
Vasks’s style more pointedly, listing the three most important traits of his music as
comprehensible, diatonic, and singable.153 He argues that the simplicity present in
Vasks’s music is successful because it is an intended form of artistic expression from the
outset, rather than the result of a process. Ironically, all of these characteristics align with
the aesthetic principles of Socialist Realism, a multi-disciplinary style cultivated by the
Soviet Union’s cultural apparatus and expanded by artists who embraced it. A future
study could examine the parallels and points of divergence between Socialist Realism and
Baltic Minimalism. Can a stylistic parallel like diatonicism engender two opposing
ideals? Where is the line between resistance, inspired by freedom of thought, and
allegiance?
A more prescient question to explore is the meaning of collectiveness in a postpostmodern Europe, and how Baltic composers writing today might differently envision
the largely homogenous Volk, or collective soul, that provided impetus and inspiration for
works composed a generation or more earlier. Many pivotal works by Vasks and other
Baltic composers were conceived during the years that anticipated and immediately
followed the fall of the Soviet Union and the establishment of newly independent
republics. In 1989, Vasks spoke about the sense of national belonging that guided his
creative process, and of his desire to be the “conscience of his people.”154 Clearly, the
music created during this period captured the collective zeitgeist, and, after decades of
subjugation, brought Latvian identity to the fore with renewed vigor and a call to take
part. Yet how should we reinterpret Baltic music written in the 1980s and 1990s for a
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twenty-first-century, globalized world, especially at a time when nationalism has adopted
rhetoric with xenophobic and demagogic undertones in many parts of the European
continent and other parts of the globe? Latvia was and still is a multiethnic state. How
can we harness the music’s universal message so it can be symbolic for all people?
The consistency in musical language between the two works in this dissertation
demonstrates that Vasks’s compositional principles were well established from an early
point in his career. A period of 34 years separates Grāmata Čellam from Concerto No. 2,
but an array of common stylistic features give evidence to the unity in Vasks’s style over
nearly four decades, even as it continues to evolve today. Both pieces incorporate a
formal structure built on revolving, episodic blocks, and both harness diatonicism and
octatonicism to create distinct and symbolic sound worlds. Within those, expressive
dichotomies link musical features with extramusical associations. In both works, the
octatonic collection portrays chaos, aggression, and destruction. Vasks maintains this
sense of upheaval through elevated dynamic levels, a moving pulse, and the prominence
of traditionally dissonant intervals like tritones, major sevenths, and small tone clusters.
The ubiquitous [0235] minor tetrachord found in Vasks’s octatonicism generates melodic
material and suggests a connection with the minor mode. Vasks’s diatonicism—while
rarely conforming to the rules of common-practice harmony—draws a connection with
older centuries of Western music. It creates a space for calm, rehabilitation, and perhaps
even nostalgia. Yet, it is not completely one-sided—its lyrical strains contain a variety of
brittle intervals, and its long lines take on a narrative shape, with escalations, climaxes,
and denouements.
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Both Grāmata Čellam and the concerto contain one or more passages where the
cellist vocalizes with the instrument in the style of plainchant or a chorale, and the two
works feature elements of aleatoricism. But the concerto contains decidedly fewer
aleatoric passages—just a few glissandi and a slow, wandering descent down the Astring, followed later by an ascent. Grāmata Čellam is more experimental; its recurring
passages of aleatoricism leave more interpretative decision-making open to the
performer. Its first movement, with a screaming major-seventh opening motive, is also
unabashedly dissonant. Another arena in which the two pieces diverge stylistically is
Vasks’s use of non-functional triadic harmony in the concerto. The second movement’s
Andante sections and the third movement meander seamlessly through triadic harmonies,
often through a triadic transformation built around a common tone. Such differences may
simply have to do with the compatibility of the solo-cello genre with experimentation. In
Grāmata Čellam, there is no dialogue to build between the cello and an accompanying
orchestra, which allows for extreme freedom in constructing a singular monologue. And
in the concerto, more available voices enable the potential for lusher harmonies. The
triadic harmony in the concerto—and the all-encompassing lyricism this cultivates—
renders it more Neoromantic than Grāmata Čellam. With only two works under review in
this dissertation, a more comprehensive survey is needed to affirm whether Vasks’s turn
towards a more overt Neoromanticism between the 1970s and 2010s is part of a wider
trend in his oeuvre. I believe, however, there is ample musical evidence to support this.
At age 73, Vasks continues to receive commissions and compose for a wide range
of performing forces. Recent accolades include the world premiere of his Oboe Concerto,
the North American premiere of his Symphony No. 2, and the United States premiere of a
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new version of Plainscapes; anticipated performances in the upcoming 2019–20 season
showcase a wide spectrum of artists in countries as diverse as Germany, Sweden, France,
Mexico, Australia, the United Kingdom, and the United States. By embracing his identity
as a Latvian composer, Vasks creates music of global interest and consequence. His
distinctive role in the development of a Baltic musical sound yields exciting possibilities
for ongoing years of creativity and vision.
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APPENDIX
SCORE OF GRAMATA ČELLAM
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